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The Magazine of ~outh Communication 
................ 
Volume 10, No. 5 
•For summer fun, action 
and enrichment check out 
New Expression's summer 
calendar on Pages 8 and 
9. 
•Did the nuclear reactor 
explosion in Russia spark 
discussion in high school 
classes around the city? 
Find out what Reporter 
Wendell Hutson discovered 
on Page 2. 
•One answer to summer 
unemployment is 
iL-------------_........~___.. self-employment. A New 
Photo by Robin LaSota 
May, 1986 
Are new 
eligibility 
rules 
slamming 
athletes 
without 
warning? 
The NCAA recently 
slam-dunked all 
graduating senior 
athletes with new 
academic guidelines. 
As a result, some 
Chicago stars are being 
denied athletic eligibility 
as college freshmen. 
Reporter Stephanie 
Walters talked to many 
of the athletes affected 
by these new rules. 
She discovered some 
who will be sitting out 
freshman year. Some 
who are being re-routed 
to junior colleges. And 
some who are still 
waiting to learn their 
fate. 
Most of them are 
angry! Find out why on 
Page 3. 
Expression reporting team 
offers advice to teens on 
how to go into business for 
themselves on Page 5. 
•What do you do when 
you find a unicorn in your 
room working at your 
computer? Daniel 
Stodolsky faces the 
problem in his short story 
"Unitype" as part of the 
special 4-page Young I 
Chicago Section ~eginning 
on Page 10. 
·. Inside Track . . 
New Expression survey indicates 
Teens lack nuclear facts 
Most Chicago teens don't know how 
close they live to a nuclear power plant 
according to a New Expression survey 
of 119 students in 12 high schools. 
Even though 60 percent of these stu-
dents said they participated in class dis-
cussions about the nuclear melt-down at 
the Chernobyl power plant in Russia, 80 
percent failed New Expression's sim-
ple test about Ch1cago-area nuclt.c~: 
power plants. (The right answer is Zion, 
which has a nuclear power plant 40 
miles from Chicago's Loop, and Morris 
with a plant 60 miles away.) 
"In the two years I've had history we 
never really discussed nuclear plants, 
so how can teens be expected to know 
locations of plants if they're not dis-
cussed at school," said Regina Brown, a 
sophomore at St. Willibrod Catholic. 
"I didn't even know there was a plant 
located in Illinois. I always thought that 
nuclear plants were stationed in Wash-
ington," said Maurice Issac, a junior at 
Willibrord. 
Only 20 per cent of the students sur-
Celebrity 
Driving 
School 
"Be in the mix ... 
Learn the safe way to drive 
in '86." 
Serving the South and 
South East sides. 
Call to register for class. 
785-7106 
11106 S. Michigan-
Suite 22 
veyed had discussed the nuclear melt-
down in their science classes. Most of 
them talked about this international sci-
entific crisis in history (55 percent), En-
glish (31 percent) and theology (24 per-
cent). 
" I think some science teachers aren't 
too aware of the implications of nudear 
forces themselves, and they feel that if 
they begin to discuss it and a student 
asks them something they're not sure 
about, that problems will begin to occur, " 
said Vernon Hall, a chemistry teacher at 
Julian. "So to avoid this, they simply 
don't discuss it with their students." 
Most of those 60 percent who did dis-
cuss the disaster in class are sure that 
they want better information than they 
have about the dangers of nuclear 
power plants, but they indicated that 
they're not ready to form an opinion yet 
about nuclear power. 
Nearly 50 percent said that they want 
more and better information to consider 
before they form an opinion. Only 4 per-
cent have decided that "nudear energy 
is not really serious," while 15 percent 
favor nuclear power in order to keep the 
cost of electricity down even though they 
recognize that risks do exist. 
The biggest number ( 16 percent) be-
lieve that "nuclear energy will always 
pose a serious risk and so we should 
abandon it as a source of energy." 
" I think keeping nuclear plants in the 
U.S. is as dangerous as gv;11g to war. It's 
not what the U.S. has, it's the danger of 
how we use and store nuclear power 
which is what counts," said Carla 
Johnson, a junior at Corliss High School. 
Wendell Hutson 
Are you ready 
for life? 
After graduation, you'll have to meet 
the challenges of life head on. Get 
the preparation you need at Triton 
College. In just one or two years,· 
you can train for a career in high 
technology or health professions. 
You will gain the experience 
you need for the earning 
power you want. 
Get ready for success. 
Call today. 
456-0300 
T Triton College 2000 Fifth Avenue 
0 New Expression May 1986 
River Grove, Illinois 60171 
Opening next September: 
'Education AND representation'· 
By Ron Smith 
After five months of promising Chi-
cago public hi~h school teens that their 
districts would form student councils by 
the end of the school year, two of the 
three district superintendents say that 
their districts are making definite prog-
ress in reaching this goal. · 
On the West Side, District Superin-
tendent Grady Jordan met on May 22 
with 25 teens and 18 adults to "plan a 
district wide council that would function 
next school year. " He said he has 
scheduled another meeting in June. 
"Out of these two meetings I hope to 
get a group together and plan a program 
(Continued on page 7) 
Senate tough on college aid 
College financial aid: There's good 
news and bad news! 
The good news is that the U.S. Senate 
will consider a proposal in June to in-
crease financial aid to college students 
~Jrll1«1NUMBER ~ ONE I GRE IID·TDEFL • liiiE PS'II:IH'CAT DAT·ICAT-YAT IN TEST 
=r.·:,':~ PREPARATION 
FIGUI$-CGFIS 
CfUCLEJ.RI 
SPWJIIEU.·ICI-1 
ESI.IIRIEW·R£11·2·3 
LIITRO Ttl LAW SQIIOI._J CLASSES 
FORMING NOW 
Call Days, Eves & Weekends 
DIAL-A-TEST HOTLINE 1312) 508-0106 
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS 437-6650 
CHICAGO CENTER 764-5151 
HIGHLAND PARK 433-7410 
LA GRANGE CENTER 352-5840 
Experience the splendor 
of a bygone era ... 
by one billion dollars. 
The bad news is that under this pro-
posal students will be required to attain a 
"C" average by the end of their sopho-
more college year in order to be eligible 
for financial aid in their junior and senior 
years. 
"In order to protect the investment of 
taxpayers, students should prove their 
academic competency," said William 
Blakey, senior Legislative Assistant for 
Illinois Senator Paul Simon. Simon was 
one of the designers of this senate pro-
posal. 
The propos'al would increase the 
Supplemental Opportunity Grant 
(SEOG) by $1,000 per year. Guaranteed 
Student Loans (GSL) will be raised from 
a maximum amount of $2,500 to a 
maximum of $3,000 for college 
freshmen and sophomores. Along 
with the grade average requirements, 
these increases would go into effect for 
the 1987-1988 school year. 
Students will also face a Need 
Analysis Test under the new proposal. 
This test is supposed to offer the Dept. of 
Education, which approves the grants, a 
more detailed picture of the student's 
financial need than the present applica-
tion forms. 
The Senate is expected to vote on the 
bill after the Memorial Day recess. 
Faith Pennick 
Coach Horse Livery, Ltd. 
1901 S Indiqna 
FaT you and that special person on that night to ·remember. 
Travel through Chicago's Gold Coast and Lakefront in antique 
19th century Victorian carriages. 
Coaches are available evenings at the west side of the old Wate·r 
Tower, 1h block west of Michigan Ave. 
Prefe?Y~nce will be given to those holding tickets from 
"Ticket Master'>®. 
For further information please call: 81,.2-8500 
Ticket Centers are located at all Sportmart 
and Rose Records Stores; selected Baskin 
Clothing Stores and Carson, Pirie, Scott & 
Co. locations; and the Tribune Tower. 
enior athletes voice anger as: 
CAA drops sudden academic ax 
By Stephanie Walters 
with Wendell Hutson 
and Robin LaSota 
The new National Collegiate 
Athletic Association (NCAA) 
guidelines on academic eligibility 
have hit Chicago high school 
athletes "like a ton of bricks," ac-
cording to John Foley, a top Illinois 
football prospect from St. Rita. 
The NCAA now requires high 
school athletes to graduate from 
high school with a 2.0 grade point 
average, achieve a score of 15 or 
better on the ACT and have com-
pleted three years of history, two 
years of math and two years of 
science. 
Athletes find themselves scur-
rying around in their f inal year 
trying to add classes in order to be 
eligible for athletic scholarships. 
Some are angry about it. 
Ken Miller, a senior at Morgan 
Park and a top basketball pros-
pect, admitted that he finds the 
new guidelines unjust in the s~ 
den way they were enforced. 
'-'Yeah, I was angry," he said. "It 
put a lot of pressure on me ~ 
cause I found out there were 
classes I still needed to take when 
I was already a senior. I wonder 
why the NCAA did this now, in my 
senior year." 
John Zaleski , one of the top 50 
football players in Illinois from St. 
Rita, has to retake his ACT. He 
received a 14. " I'm not happy 
about having to meet NCAA rules 
so I can accept Notre Dame's 
offer." 
Zaleski said he thinks the NCAA 
should have announced the new 
rules this year but postponed the 
enforcement for a year. " The 
juniors have this year and next 
year to meet requirements," he 
said. "That's only fair." 
Eddie Randle, a star on St. 
Rita's football team, agrees with 
Zalaski. " I'd make them effective 
for the class of '88 so that athletes 
would have enough time to be 
prepared," he said. 
Randle was scouted by Indiana, 
but the Indiana coaches decided 
that for now a junior college was 
best for Eddie. " I'll be at North-
eastern Oklahoma for one and a 
half years before transferring to 
Indiana," Randle said. " I kept 
thinking 'why me? why now?"' 
Eddie admits that it is mainly his 
grades that are preventing him 
from enroll ing at Indiana now. 
"After I stopped being angry, I 
realized that I messed around my 
first two and a half years and 
found out I was under a 2.0. I knew 
I was the one who really messed 
me up." 
Despite the fact that Ken Miller 
lacks some science and math 
credits, he has already signed 
with Loyola of Chicago. He is still 
waiting for his ACT scores, and 
this worries him. "I'm still waiting 
Apply now: sophomores- juniors! 
Bummer Journaliam Workshop 
June 84-July 30 
• Improve your wr1t.l.ng. 
• Learn to conduct lnterviBws. 
• Gain experience 1n anaJyz1ng facte. 
• Uee a computer for wr1t.l.ng and reeearch. 
• VIsit nswepaper, Radio and TV newsrooms. 
• Produce a llU\lor news article with help 
trom a journa.liBm pro. 
Cl&ssea &t 207 8. Wabuh 
tn tho Loop (9:30-noon). 
No tuition, all partlclp&nt.a 
who a.re acoept.ad w1ll 
reoolve aohol&rahlpa. 
Group Is llm1t.ec:l t.o 26. 
Bow to apply: 
1. Plck up a.n &ppUoatlon !o.rm 
&t Youth Comm.UD.1.c&Uon, 
207 8. Wabaah ( 6th Floor). 
a. Return the appLLoa.uon by 
Way 2, 1noludlng & letter of 
reoommend&Uon trom a. 
teacher, aamplu of your 
for them," he said. 
Gene Sullivan, head basketball 
coach at Loyola University, thinks 
Ken is a fine athlete and wants him 
at Loyola. "If Ken has any aca-
demic problems, there will be help 
for him or any other athlete," Sulli-
van said. 
The tutoring offers mean noth-
ing without acceptable ACT or 
SAT scores. Some local athletes 
are still waiting to see their scores. 
Sheryl Porter, rated as the best 
female basketball player in Illinois, 
is still waiting for her scores. " I 
won't know until late May or early 
June," she said. 
Her teammate at Marshall , 
Rhegeae Tate is also unsure of 
her ACT results. 
Wade Jenkins, star basketball 
player at Carver, has similar feel-
ings. " I don't agree with it (test 
score of 15), but it's something I 
have to do if I want to go (to col-
lege)." · 
Players can still go to college 
under the old guidelines of 2.0 
GPA only, but if they do they will be 
forced to sit out a year of their 
athletic eligibilty in college. Those 
athletes who are forced to sit out a 
year will be required to master a 
2.0 in college classes to be eligible 
as sophmores. 
Ken Miller says he wouldn't 
mind sitting out a year, but hopes 
for a 15 on the ACT. But most 
athletes who are hoping for offers 
from professional teams know 
that they need performing oppor-
tunities from the start of college. 
Although the athletes we inter-
viewed don't approve of the way 
these rules were forced upon 
them in a few months, generally, 
they agree that the guidelines 
have some merit. 
" I hate it that this happened in 
my senior year," says John Foley, 
"but the guidelines are a good 
idea because the NCAA is saying 
that we can't just come in for a 
ride. We have to work just as hard 
as any other guy in college." 
Cameron Nicholson, star foot-
ball player at Lincoln Park, ag-
rees. "The NCAA is trying to make 
sure they have student-athletes, 
not just athletes. I think that's 
good." 
McGiother Irvin, a freshman 
basketball star at Julian, has al-
ready made up his mind that he 
will be ready to meet the new 
standards by the time colleges are 
contacting him. "I've seen what 
happened to the seniors, and I 
don't want it to happen to me. I'm 
going to start preparjng now.," he 
said. " I don't want to dig myself a 
hole that I can't dig myself out of." 
JACKETS e SWEATERS 
e EMBLEMS 
for ALL SCHOOLS 
All Styles 
wool, nylon or satin jackets 
ORDER 1 to 1000 
Come to our factory or phone us 
for free design kit · 
• Cheer & Pep Club Outfits 
• Custom T-Shirts and Sweaters For Groups 
• Special Team Discounts 
• Award Letters 
CHICAGO KNITTING MILLS , 
3344 W. Montrose 
There's still time to order yo.ur class ring! 
• 
Call todqy for your free design kit! 
Downtown 
162 NORTH STATE STREET 
{Across from the "Chicago Theater") 
lOth Floor Room 1018 
Open Monday thru Friday, 10:00 to 5:00 
Saturday 10:00-4:00 
Phone: 641-1830 
SOUTH 
2115 EAST 87TH STREET 
(Across from C.V.S. High School) 
Open: Mondays only 11:00 to 3:30 
Phone: 641-1830 
THE CLASS RING STORE 
NORTH 
3455 NORTH WESTERN AVE. 
(Across from Lane Tech High School) 
Open: Monday only -11:00 till3:30 
Phone: 641-1830 
New Expresslon May 1996 • II 
Dear fellow Chicago students, 
Smce thiS ts the last tSSue of New Expression for thiS 
school year we the students from Project InSIDER, want 
to report to you 
For those of you who did not see our report 1n the 
September 1ssue of New Expression, let us explain that 
we are a team of eight high school students who spent all 
of last summer evaluating the Ch1cago Public High Schools 
and making recommendations to reform the schools the 
way students would like to see them reformed. Smce then, 
we have been workmg on different projects to make our 
recommendations turn into reality. 
• On September 17, approximately 35 representatives 
from the local and nat1onal television, radio, and 
newspaper media attended a press conference that we 
held to present our recommendations to the public. For 
one of the first times in history, the news media listened to 
students give their opinion about their ·education. And we 
sure hope that this is just the beginning. 
• Did you, as a Chicago high school student, agree with 
our ideas and recommendations as we described them in 
September? We have been surveying students all year to 
find out the answer to this question. Right now we have 
collected about 2,700 responses from 49 high schools. Our 
goal is to get 4,000 by the end of the school year, and 
over the summer to compile and analyze these surveys to 
report the results to you by next September. 
• We recommended better communication between the 
colleges and high school students, so we organized a 
conference over Spring Break to bring the two groups 
together. College representatives from 18 different colleges 
and universities gathered to listen to seven Chicago high 
school juniors. After two hours of discussion, the students 
and college officials both agreed that we need to set up 
some new communication systems such as setting up a 
college club in each school that is run by students who 
would communicate directly with college officials about 
what type of help the students in that school want. We 
have been urging student body leaders to form these 
clubs, and we will talk to the District Student Council 
representatives about this plan. We will see that the 
student representatives for 1986-87 and the college 
representatives get together over the summer to lay more 
plans. 
• In the cold winter months, we interviewed ten 
admissions directors of Chicago-area colleges and 
universities to find out if they would like to help us publish 
a booklet that would tell high school students what they 
need to know and be able to do for college. The booklet 
would include specific examples of freshman college 
assignments, tests, reading lists and course outlines. The 
admissions directors were ready to help, but not willing to 
initiate or coordinate the publication of the booklet. 
We have taken the first step towards gathering the 
information (tests, papers, etc.) we need from college 
freshman. But books take time and money to write, and we 
don't know how soon we will be able to publish this one. 
So if anyone has a Godfather who has some money to 
support the funding of this booklet, give us a call at 
663-0543. 
• During March, we asked School Board President 
George Munoz at a press conference how he planned to 
involve students in educational reform. He told us that he 
was interested in developing a tutoring program in which 
high school students would tutor elementary school 
students. We told h1m that we were anxious to support h1m 
m this proJect because tutoring was one of our 
recommendations. We are now collecting surveys from 
high school students and from elementary school teachers 
to find out if they would be willing to cooperate m a tutoring 
program. We hope that we will have positive results to 
show Mr. Munoz, so that a trial program might exist during 
the 1986-87 school year. 
• Because of Project InSIDER, we have been able to 
represent students in situations where students would 
normally be left out: 
We are currently in the process of helping to decide 
who will be the Outstanding Principal of the Year with 
the Citizens Schools Committee. We are going to try 
to get students to be a part of the nomination process 
for next year's award. 
OUT - SPEAK-
1 
In May we won the public service division of the 
Peter Lisagor award which recognizes the 
achievements of professional Chicago area journalists. 
The sponsor of the contest, The Chicago Headline 
Club, has received few, if any, applications from 
students. Our nomination seems to have set a 
precedent for future student applications and 
recognition. (See the story on Page 7.) 
• In February, we met with the advisory panel of the 
College Entrance Examination Board, who run the 
SAT exams, to discuss new projects that could be 
developed for high school students to become aware 
of what skills they need for college. 
• In March, we made a presentation at the Youth in 
Action Conference held at the University of Illinois at 
Chicago. 
And in New York, the Youth Communication Center 
has planned a similar project for this coming summer 
to allow students to look at the New York Public High 
Schools. 
We apprec1ate the confidence of the Joyce 
Foundation, who funded our work. 
As graduating sen1ors, we will not be around next 
year to make sure all these projects continue and 
succeed. But we will be asking other student groups 
to pick up where we leave off. 
~41::~;/aSdaiJffiMj'~ 
Our thanks! 
The New Expresssion editors wish to thank the 
corporations and foundations that help us publish the 
paper monthly. The publishing cost and the staff training 
expenses are partially financed by the following sponsors 
who believe that teens can manage a community 
newspaper. 
The staff thanks them for making a citywide teen 
newspaper possible. 
Amoco Foundation 
Borg-W a mer Foundation 
Burrell Advertising 
Chas. Levy Circulating Co. 
The Chicago Bar Foundation 
The Chicago Community Trust 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Chicago Tribune Foundation 
CIP Forest Products Inc. 
The Coleman/ Fannie May Candies Foundation,lnc. 
Commonwealth Edison Company 
D'Arcy MacManus Benton & Bowles 
Dow jones Newspaper Fund, Inc. 
Fei-Pro, Inc. 
The Field Corporation!The Newspapers of 
Pioneer Press 
The john W. Hill/Hill & Knowlton Foundation 
The Joyce Foundation 
Illinois Bell 
Lake Superior Newsprint Co. 
Leo Burnett U.S.A. 
The Albert Pick, Jr. Fund 
Pittway Corporation Charitable Foundation 
Robert R. McCormick Foundation 
Time Inc 
Woods Charitable Fund, Inc. 
Look Here for Summer Schools!!! 
. (call for details on Wition and r~gistration) 
SUMMER SESSION: SUMMER SESSION: 
SUMMER SESSION: SUMMER SESSION: 
June 23-July IS June 23-August I June 23-July 17 
SUMMER SESSION: 
June 23-August 8 July 17 -August 8 REGISTRATION DATES: July 21-August 13 
June 23-August I 
REGISTRATION DATES: June 19 from 9:00am- I 2:00pm REGISTRATION DA:TES: 
June 19-June 20 REGISTRATION DATES: June 20 from 7:30am-3:00pm 
REGISTRATION DATES: June 19-June 20 
From 9:00-3:00 June 14 and June 21 $65.00 for I /2 credit 
June 18 for Gordon students From 12:00-1 :OOpm 
Up to 2 full credits June 19-June 20 $130.00 for I credit 
June 19-20 for other students Moming Session 8:00am- I 2:00pm 
Full summer courses 9:00-12:00 For Further For Further 
Afternoon Session 12:30-2:30 
For Further and 2:00 - 4:00 Information Call: Information Call: 
Co-ed Classes 
Information Call: For Further Mrs. Unda Kimbrough at 539-3600 
For Further 
925-6600 Information Call: 
483-8100 Information Call: 
St. Rita High School 276-1261 Unity Catholic 
- Gordon Technical 588-2700 
63 I 0 S. Claremont Ave. Josephinum H.S. High School High School 
Alvernia High School 
I 50 I N . Oakley 81 00 S. Prairie 3633 N. California Ave. 
3900 N . Lawndale 
SUMMER SESSION SUMMER SESSION 
June 23 - August I SUMMER SESSION: SUMMER SESSION: SUMMER SESSION: 
8:00am - I O:OOam June 23-July I I June 23-July 9 june 23-July 14 
June 25 - July 16 
I O:OOam - 12 noon 
July 17 - August 6 
July 14-August I July I 0-August I July 16-August 5 8:30am - I 2:30pm 
REGISTRATION: REGISTRATION DATES: 
9:00am - I 2:00pm on 
REGISTRATION DATES: REGISTRATION DATES: REGISTRATION DATES: 
schools days June 16-June 19 
June 16-July 9 June 20 June 21 - 23 
9:00am- I 2:00pm Fwst Sessoon Ref"""""" endt }""" 20 All Subjects Co-ed 9:00am- 3:00pm Students can earn I full credit S.Cond S.SSJOn llef®otJOn endt july 8 $65 00 per half credit Maximum of I full credit eamed 
in one subject or 2 half credits in For Further 9:00am- I 2:00pm 
separate subjects. For F.urther 
Eam up to 2 credits For Further 
Information Call: For Further Information Contact 
For Further Information Call: 
Information call: 
842-7355 Information Call: Brother Michael 
285-8400 
278-4212 De LaSalle Institute 561-8472 
at: 445-2300 
Holy Trinty H.S. 3455 S. Wabash Ave. Hales Franciscan St. Gregory 
Academy of 
1443 W DiviSion Ave. 4930 S. Cottage Grove Ave 1677 W. Bryn Mawr Ave. Our Lady 
1309 W. 95th St. 
D New Expression May 1986 
Unemployed: 
By Nitzi Evans 
Creating you own summer 
business isn't as difficult as it 
sounds according to James 
Cauley, a junior at Orr. 
"One day my grandfather asked 
me to mow his lawn, so I did," 
Cauley said. "People saw how 
nice his lawn looked and asked 
my grandfather who mowed his 
lawn. Since I'm known in the 
neighborhood, whenever people 
see me, they stop and ask me 
when can I mow their lawn. I tell 
them any time." 
" I made over $200 every two 
weeks mowing lawns last summer 
and $50 every week for painting 
houses." 
"I feel I earned more money last 
summer mowing lawns than I 
would have working at Burger 
King," Cauley added. 
Pierre Evans, a senior at South 
Shore, said his English teacher 
helped him start his own summer 
business. 
" She saw my drawings in a 
Start-a-business 
Guide for Teens 
By Linda McCormick and Kati Smith 
Thought of what job you 're 
going to create this summer? How 
much are you going to charge for 
your work? Figured out what you 
need to do your job such as soap, 
paint brushes, or a lawn mower? 
Babysitting 
.Many people need reliable 
babysitters. If you like children 
and can handle the responsiblity 
of caring for them, this job can 
bring in some good money. Most 
day care centers charge about 
$60 per week for the full time (8 
hour) care of one child, or ap-
proximately $1.50 per hour. If you 
decide to provide day care in your 
home for several children, be sure 
to provide food and entertainment 
unless you specify otherwise. 
Party Entertainment 
If you are a talented clown or 
magician, consider entertaining at 
children's parties this summer. 
The going rate for professional 
entertainers is between $70 and 
$125 per hour. Services often in-
clude party favors for the kids. 
Consult a phone book to find 
places to buy makeup, costumes 
and supplies. · 
Typing Services 
Students in college or summer 
school may find themselves with a 
term paper or report due. Many 
don't have the time or knowledge 
for typing. This alo applies to 
some businesses who need 
short-term typists. Good typing 
skills are a must for this. 
The average price per page is 
$2. Keep in mind your cost of 
Well here's a list compiled by 
Linda McCormick and Kati Smith 
based on an article in the Youth 
News Service (March 10, 1986) 
entitled, "How to Create a Sum-
mer Job." 
paper, typing ribbon and correc-
tion tape. 
Pet-sitting 
All you may need for this is a 
flyer delivered door to door. Many 
people have problems going away 
for a weekend because they have 
no one to take care of their pets. 
Most kennels will charge any-
where from $7-$9 per night, in-
cluding daily attention, feeding 
and exercise. References from 
persons in the neighborhood who 
trust you would probably he 
necessary; indicate on your flyer 
that you can supply references. 
Dog-Grooming 
This is a year-round service that 
should include shampooing, 
brushing and combing. You will 
need a large tub, brushes and a 
hose. Before starting, get a book 
on pet-grooming for some poin-
ters. Once you've gotten the ser-
vice going, you can expand it to 
include clipping and nail trimming. 
Most grooming services charge 
about $15-$30 depending on the 
size and breed of dog, but these 
charges are for people with ex-
perience and training plus the use 
of their special facility, so price 
your service accordingly. 
Cleaning showers 
Most people hate to clean 
McCianey,s 
Screen Printing 
• McCianey's specializes in 
all styles and colors of 
jackets. 
• We sell sweatshirts, 
T-shirts and jogging suits. 
IS N. Pulaski 
Chicago, Illinois 60625 
638-6773 
• We have school club and 
team discounts. 
• We specialize in family 
reunion T-shirts of all 
styles. 
• We have family reunion 
designs of all kinds. 
1\ . 
f ""' your sign or narnehe~ 
( ~ \~! 
\ -' ') 
create your own job 
notebook, and she told me how 
nice they were. She asked me if I 
could paint her son's wall , and I 
agreed. After I did her son's wall, 
her friends complimented her on 
the work and asked who did it. She 
gave them my phone number. 
After a couple of days I started 
receiving phone calls from people, 
asking if I could paint their walls." 
"Some days I made $35 to $40 
painting for people; other days I 
made nothing. I didn 't charge 
much because the people 
showers. Cleaning the tiles and 
grout requires special materials 
like stiff brushes in addition o lots 
of energy. But once you've figured 
how to do it, you're likely to be in 
demand. 
People also need to clean and 
organize their kitchen cabinets 
and drawers, basements, gar-
ages and attics. Your service 
could also include all or some of 
these areas. Most cleaning serv-
ces charge $1 0 an hour, which in-
cludes their power tools and ex-
perience. So, scale your price 
down to your experience and 
tools. 
Envelope stuffing & mailing 
Many small businesses, church 
groups and non-profit organi-
zations need someone to occas-
sionally help. Watch your mail to 
supplied the materials I needed. 
And I didn't make the amount of 
money I expected," he com-
mented. 
As Evans learned, there is no 
guarantee if you go into business 
for yourself that you will make as 
much money as you plan to make 
or that you will earn it on a regular 
weekly basis as you would if your 
boss were paying you every 
week. 
But there are some advantages 
to being self-employed. 
see what businesses do a lot of 
mailing. 
Minimum wage ($3.35) is pretty 
standard for this work. 
Tutoring and homework help 
There is always a demand for 
good tutoring services, and those 
avaliable are usually quite expen-
sive. By tutoring in subjects you 
are particularly good at you can 
earn money and help others im-
prove their academic skills at the 
same time. 
Since you're not an experi-
enced teacher, minimum wage 
would be a sensible charge plus 
cost of books, paper, etc. 
Lawn care 
This usually needs to be done 
weekly. Lawns need mowing, 
weeding, edging, raking and 
ENROLL NOW 
Cosmetology at 
Truman College 
Available: 
• Financial aid 
• Child care 
• Low tuition 
• Placement after licensure by the state 
• Free Parking 
• Private tutoring 
• Student activities (swimming, tennis, nautilus, 
etc.) 
Leam Cosmetology in an academic setting. 
Leam up-to-date techniques in Hair, Nail, and 
Skin care. 
Where: 1200 W. Sunnyside 
When: Now 
Time: 9:00 a.m .-5:00 p.m. 
Evenings 6:00-9:00 p.m. 
9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. Saturdays 
Phone: 989-3954 
Mon.-Fri. 
The self-employed can never 
be fired. They can decide on how 
hard and how long they want to 
work, and they have the possibility 
of making more money than their 
friends who are limited to the 
hours their employer allows them 
to work. 
" I found creating my own sum-
mer job very rewarding, and will 
continue to run my own business 
every summer," Caul~y says. 
Photo by Jim Rodll 
watering. Hedges need to be clip-
ped. You'll need a lawn mower, 
yard gloves, shears, an edger and 
a weeding tool. 
Professional care costs are 
about $25 per week for about 3-5 
hours of work, depending on the 
size of the lawn. Lawn services 
include chemicals and fertilizers 
into their costs, however. 
Car wash 
This is an ideal way to get to-
gether with some friends, have fun 
and earn some money. Car 
washing should include a 
throurogh wash, and possible 
cleaning of the interior. You'll need 
buckets, sponges, rags and a 
hose. 
Professional car wash services 
charge about $3, and $15 for 
symonizing. 
JOHNSON 
MILLER 
STEMLEY 
Photo Studio 
Invites Grads of 1986 
To Come In For A 
Free Portrait Setting 
5 Different Poses 
With 
2 Changes of Clothes 
Absolutely Free 
PROM SPECIAL 
Two-5 x 7 
4-Wallet Size $9.95 
Call For Appointment 
TODAY! 
14 19 W. 79th Street 
Chicago, IL 60620 
783-7755 783-8517 
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New bill will affect failing 
atheletes 
The Illinois Senate judiciary committee 
recently endorsed a "no pass, no play" law 
in high school athletics. 
Under the law, students who are failing a 
required course at the end of a grading 
period will not be eligible to compete in 
sports or take part in inner-school activities 
for four weeks. However, students will be 
allowed to practice during this suspension. 
The state assembly still needs to vote on 
the proposal so teens should make their 
opinion known to their Illinois legislators. 
Morton Salt pours out cash 
prizes for college 
The Morton Salt Cash for College 
Sweepstakes will award one lucky winner a 
grand prize of $25,000, two first place 
prizes of $5,000, five second place prizes of 
Apple lie computers, ten third place prizes 
of Quasar video cassette recorders with 
tapes and forty fourth place prizes of 
Canon calculators. 
To enter, hand-print your name and ad-
dress with zip code on a 3 x 5 post card. On 
another postcard, print the words: "Mor-
ton's Little Girls Cash for College 
Sweepstakes." Put both post cards into an 
envelope and mail it to Morton Salt, Cash 
for College Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 6107, 
Chicago, IL 60680-6107. No purchase is 
necessary. Enter as often as you want, but 
entries must be received by the closing date 
of July 30, 1986. Winners will be notified by 
mail by September 15, 1986. 
Rock-a-bye to static 
In studies at Northwestern University 
psychologist Richard Bootzin gave this ad-
vice to people who play the radio while fal-
ling asleep, "Listen to static instead of 
music." Bootz in found static does a better 
job of getting people to sleep than music. 
"Lots of insomniacs listen to music, but 
that's not a good idea," he said. " Unpre-
dictable sounds like music may attract the 
individual's attention and interfere with 
sleep." 
Monotonous "white noise," such as radio 
static, blocks out background sounds and 
has a soothing effect on brain waves, Boot-
zin added. 
Other examples of white noises are rain, 
ocean surf, fans and air conditioners. 
American students' physical condition 
hasn't improved over the last ten years, 
according to a recent study by the Univer-
sity of Michigan. 
Surveys of 19,000 public school students 
across the country disclosed "no general 
improvement in students' strength, flexibil-
ity and endurance" in 1975. 
Students are in poor shape despite the 
fact 80 percent take physical education 
classes, says Guy G. Reiff, professor of 
physical education at the University of 
Michigan, who directed the study. Reiff 
criticized the physical education classes 
that usually emphasize games rather than 
exercise to build strength. 
Shortage of minority 
journalists 
According to a Wall Street Journal re-
port only 3 percent of all of U.S. journalists 
are black, and only .5 percent are Hispanic. 
Because of this , college recruiters are 
keeping an eye out for minority students 
interested in majoring in journalism. 
Girls win right to attend 
prom together 
Stephanie Salagado, 17, and Marie Haw-
kins, 18, of Salinas, CA recently won a court 
ruling allowing them to attend their school 
prom together. The school had insisted they 
go with male dates to preserve prom tradi-
tion, but their boyfriends were discouraged 
by the cost and didn't want to go, the girls 
said. 
Summer programs 
The University of Illinois at Chicago will 
sponsor a summer institute in chemistry for 
students who have completed the eleventh 
grade. For more information call996-4360. 
DePaul University has a cooperative 
college/high school program that allows 
high school students to take college 
classes in arrangement with their high 
school. When students graduate from high 
school and decide to attend DePaul, 
courses will be converted into DePaul 
credits . Letters of recommendation are 
needed from high school principals and 
counselors. Phone 341-8300 or write Dr. 
Thomas Abrahamson, director of admis-
sions, Chicago, IL. 60604, 341-8300. 
Park District sailing classes are bei 
Sexual abuse and 
harassment of students 
• • 1s a cr1me. 
If you need help, call: 
427-9830 
HOTLINE 
2pm till 7pm, Tuesday-Friday 
During School 
Independent, community-based and completely 
confidential. 
Largest Dance Music Selection 
0 
In The City! 
I~ ~ ~~t ~~ 
- ~ 
320 S. State Street 
663-0578 
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RECORDS 
offered this summer for 1 ,000 potential 
sailors who are 17 and older and who have 
passed a basic swimming test. Weekly 
classes will be held for eleven weeks in 
Burnham Harbor starting June 1. The cost 
is $27. Registration is now in process. For 
more information and for directions to the 
harbor call 294-2399 or 294-2320. 
Roosevelt University has a new summer 
program which will allow high school stu-
dents to take classes for ful l college credit 
and pay only a quarter of the regular 
..... by JIM ....... 
credit-hour cost. The various courses of-
fered can be applied to a degree program at 
Roosevelt or transferred to another college. 
Entrance requirements for the program 
are as follows: ACT (18) or SAT (470 verbal, 
41 0 math) or the Roosevelt entrance exam, 
an interview with Roosevelt admission 
counselor, a letter from a high school in-
structor and a letter of approval from a par-
ent or guardian. For more details phone 
341-3515. 
Board of Ed. aids gifted 
with summer program 
This summer the Chicago Board of 
Education is introducing a new summer 
program especially for gifted teens, free 
of charge. The programs range from 
drama and computer to math and litera-
ture courses. 
The classes in math, computer sci-
enc~ . chemistry and literature will be 
offered at area colleges and universities, 
including Northeastern Illinois Univer-
sity, University of Illinois at Chicago, the 
National College of Education, lllnois In-
stitute of Technology and Northwestern 
University. These programs will last 
from June 23 to August 1 . 
Between June 23 and August 15, the 
Organic Theater and the Art Institute will 
offer four two-week sessions on theatre 
and studio art experiences. 
Exactly how students are to be 
selected has not yet been determined. 
But Board of Education Coordinator 
Charles Beirne of the Gifted Deparvnent 
says that most likely students will be 
picked based on TAP tests and teacher 
recommendations. For students in-
terested in the theatre experiences, 
auditions will probably be held by a re-
view board. 
For the second straight year "gifted" 
sophomores that scored a seven 
through nine stanine on the last TAP 
test, will be offered a free PSAT test 
preparation course. These classes wllJ 
be offered at Lane, Lindblom and Curie. 
For more information about eligibility 
requirements and applications, contact 
your school counselor. 
Lorna Bates 
VALUABLE COUPON! 
PHOTOGRAPHY PHOTOGRAPHY 
S PI!C IAL OPPBR 
BRING IN THIS ~0 WHEN YOU COME FOR 
YOUR SITTING ~NO INCLUDED WITH YOUR 
ORDER, YOU WILL RECEIVE ~ COLOR 
PHOTO T- SBIRT I MPRINTED WITH ONE OF I 
THE BxiO P I CTURES YOU SELECT I N YOUR 
P~CKAGE. (THE PERFECT GIFT FOR TH~T 
SPECIAL SOMEONE WHO'LL BE H ISSING 
YOU WHEN YOU'RE ~W~Y ~T COLLEGE . ) 
~LL PHOTOG~PIIY BY ~PPOINTiti!NT ONLY 
HOURS: 9:00 ~ . H. TO 7:00 P .M . 
HOND~Y THRU S~TURDAY 
~UST IN STOOIO , INC . 
21 4 9 W. 95TH STREET 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60b4l 
C~LL 23 8- 9126 POR ~PPOlNTHEHTS 
TIIERE IS NO ~DDT'rtONilL CHARGil POR 
CLOTIII NG CH~GRS (UP '1'0 THRill! 
OUTFITS OP YOUR CIIOI CI!J . 
Saue this VALUABLE COUPON! 
e cheer it, we reject it 
[fhumbs Down! 
The NCAA announced thetr tougher 
·1igh school academic requirements 
ast October. Starting thts school year, 
w aduating athletes must have four 
rtears of English, three years of history 
nd two years each of science and 
"llath to qualify for freshman athletic 
_ligibility in college. They must also 
i>Core a 15 on the ACT or 700 on the 
3AT exam. 
While applauding the NCAA's at-
empt to make sure that future athletes 
are better educated, we at New Ex-
Dression feel that it is unfair to issue an 
e ligibility code and then expect to en-
;orce it the same year. The present 
·:;eniors had only nine month's warning 
;or eligibility requirements that would 
ormally take more than nine months 
to correct. 
We believe that the NCAA should 
!Bilow the Class of '86 to be an excep-
ion to the rule. 
ffhumbs Up! 
School Supt. Manford Byrd has pro-
osed that all history books used in 
Chicago Public Schools be updated to 
he 1980's. This proposal would force 
chool officials to dispose of books that 
many of us are now using- books that 
nd with the Korean War. 
It will be nice to read chapters in a 
nistory text about Three Mile Island, 
!apartheid in South Africa, Vietnam and 
Watergate. So if any of you open your 
nistory book next September and dis-
over a copyright date earlier than 
1980, raise your hand and ask, "HdW 
ome?" 
1'fhumbs Down! 
The CTA continues to be insensitive 
to our student petitions for a re-
consideration of the new rate in-
creases. But the CTA did respond to 
the senior citizens' petitions. They can 
now use bus tranfers on reverse routes 
during non-rush hours. 
New Expression has been fighting 
for a reversal of the rate hikes even 
before the senior citizens were pro-
testing. We have gathered over 4,000 
ignatures supporting a return to the 
ten cent tranfers and no extra train 
costs for students. 
Look for action on this during the 
summer. There's still time to fill out pet-
itions. Let's keep the pot boiling! (In-
structions on preparing petitions are 
printed on this page.) 
Thumbs Up! 
As of May 15 the Board of Education 
was still undecided about allowing 
juniors and seniors to request exemp-
tions from P.E. classes if they can 
prove that they need the extra class 
time to take classes for college or trade 
school preparation. 
New Expression supports this 
change. While not diminishing the 
benefits of a gym class, we feel that 
students have got to place career and 
college survival first. They can take 
care of their need for physical exercise 
outside of school. 
Perhaps the schools could offer 
more intra-mural athletic programs or 
optional exercise classes so that P.E. 
teachers would still be needed for 
juniors and seniors - but in a different 
way. 
Thumbs Down! 
If the proposed clinic at Orr High 
School had opened in February as it 
was supposed to, students in that West 
Side school would be receiving treat-
ment for sports injuries, asthma, STD 
and suicidal tendencies. The clinic had 
enough money and enough commu-
nity support to open on time, but it 
hasn't gotten off the ground because 
the Board of Education is still dwelling 
on the contraception issue. 
The clinic officials are ready to com-
ply with all of the Board's safeguards. 
No contraceptives will be paid for with 
Board money. Parents will sign ap-
provals in front of the clinic staff before 
any form of health service is offered. 
We urge the Board to move beyond 
th1s hang-up on teen sex. If the Board 
really wants to show its concern for the 
problem of sexual values, then they 
should invest in better sex education, 
which is what the first cl inic at DuSable 
is already doing. 
The first concern of the Board should 
be for the welfare of students, not for 
dodging controversial political issues. 
;Education AND representation' 
:Continued from page 2) 
for next year," Jordan said. 
On the North Side, District Superin-
tendent Norman Silber said he would 
call a meeting at Lane Tech on May 29. 
Silber said this meeting will be for 
teachers who will be involved with the 
council next school year. 
"At the meeting the teachers will dis-
cuss what is going to happen with the 
council," Silber said. The selection pro-
cess for choosing the members of the 
North district student council will be de-
cided by officials in each school, ac-
cording to Silber. 
Although the South District was the 
first high school district to go on record in 
favor of establishing a district student 
council, Dr. Reginald Brown, South Dis-
trict Supenntendent, had not set a defi-
nite date for a district student council 
orgamzatlonal meeting in the South as 
of May 26. 
Brown still promises that a district 
meeting will occur "soon.'' "It's going to 
happen here," Brown said. "We need 
the input from our student body." 
The idea for a district student council 
originated last May when School 
Superintendent Manford Byrd promised 
that students would have more input 
during his administration. 
To make sure Byrd's promise became 
a reality and to keep track of what the 
Superintendents were doing, nine public 
high school juniors united and formed 
the Student Representation Task Force 
in January. The Task Force asked that 
the high school principals hold school-
wide assemblies to elect the district stu-
dent council members. 
As New Expression goes to press, 10 
high schools have promised to hold 
school-wide elections while two others, 
Lindblom and Near North, have stated 
that their student councils will elect their 
representatives. Elections will be held 
at: Hubbard, Juarez, Carver, Marshall, 
Harper, Farragut, Bogan , Robeson, 
Clemente and Austin. 
"While we have been able to visit 
these schools, the others also look 
promising," said Larry Frank, assistant 
coordinator for the North District and a 
junior at Von Steuben. "We started con-
tacting these schools during the first 
week in May and we are still waiting to 
hear from 20 other schools to discuss 
the possibility of holding school-wide 
elections. 
To help create awareness of these 
elections, the Task Force is currently in-
viting interested students to run for the 
council positions and is placing posters 
promoting the district elections. 
Photo by Gr.g Wiley 
The out-going New Expression editors of '85-86 wish their readers a pleasant summer. 
Our next Issue will appear In September under the leadership of new editors. We wish them 
a successful year. 
NE wins journalism award 
" Inside Out," the report on Chicago 
Public high schools reform by eight Chi-
cago high school students, which 'Was 
published in the September issue of 
New Expression, won the Chicago 
Headline Club 1985 Peter Lisagor 
Award for Exemplary Journalism. 
The Lisagor Awards entries are 
judged for outstanding print and broad-
cast journalism in the Chicago area. Ac-
cording to Joseph Shostrum, chairman 
of the Lisagor Awards for 1985, 99 per-
We propose .. 
• 
New Expression offers the following 
proposal for a better student rate. 
1.) The former student rate of 40 cents 
per fare and ten cents with no added El 
change should be brought back into ef-
fect. 
2.) The CTA should establish special-
color coded card for the needest stu-
dents, who will be allowed to pay a re-
duced student fare of 25 cents plus 10 
cents per transfer. The proof of need to 
the CTA would be similar to the proof 
used for the free lunch program. 
To give our proposal greater impact, 
we ask our readers to cut out the pro-
posal and paste it on a sheet of paper to 
for a petition. Ask other teens who agree 
to add their signatures and addresses to 
the petition. Mail this petition to: Editorial 
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cent of the competitors have been from 
adult professional news organizations. 
"Few students have entered in the past, 
if any," he said. 
" It's an extremely rare occurance for 
students to be in the Lisagor competi-
tion," says Shostrum. "I think the reason 
why many students haven't entered in 
the past is that their material would not 
measure up to the same standards as a 
professional news organization. 
Chances are that a student entry would 
have a hard time competing much less 
becoming a finalist." 
Lisa Moultrie, one of the eight re-
searchers for 'Inside Out' and the Man-
aging Editor of New Expression is 
happy about winning, yet she is unhappy 
over the Chicago Board of Education's 
reaction to the report. 
" I think it's good that we're a finalist 
because it says that the adult commu-
nity is recognizing that teens can think 
about their education and that they're 
concerned about what goes on in the 
schools," she said. "But we should have 
gotten this sort of praise from the Board. 
They've been slow in even considering 
our recommendations. 
''Maybe now that the professional 
community has recognized the quality of 
student work, they'll take a little more 
notice." 
" I don't think that the Headline Club 
has sent entry forms to students be-
fore," said Shostrum. "That group has 
been overlooked But from now on I think 
we will check our mailing list.'' 
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New ExP-ression's Guide To Summ 
June 
2 Learn to Sail Program thru August 16, Bur-
nham Harbor; 17 year-olds only, swim test 
prerequisite; $27, call 294-2493 for 
further information. 
3 The 1986 Illinois Young Performers Competi-
tion , WTTW/Channel II , 8pm; 5 winners 
of Sudler Youth Auditions will perform 
with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. 
6 Chicago Blues Festival thru June 8, Petrillo 
Band Shell (Adams at Outer Drive), free. 
7 Alabama, Poplar Creek; call Ticket Master 
559-1212. 
39th Annual 57th Street Art Fair thru June 
8, 57th and Kimbark, local art and re-
productions, free. 
8 Open House and Air Show, Parks College, 
Cahokia, IL (call (618) 337-7500 for more 
information). 
I 0 Theatre on the Lake celebrates 34th Year 
thru August 30, Lincoln Park Pavillion, 
Fullerton and the Outer Drive, 8pm; sub-
scription $27, single tickets $3, call 294-
2320 for names and dates of plays. 
12 Cherelle & Alexander O'Neal, Park West, 
call Ticket Master. 
13 Poco with Nicolette Larson thru June IS, 
Park West, call Ticket Master. 
Vietnam Veterans Welcome Home Parade, 
Loop and Grant Park, parade and service 
honoring Vietnam Veterans, free , call Chi-
cago Council on Fine Arts at 744-4052 or 
the Hotline 346-3278. 
Sting /U2, Rosemont Horizon, $45; benefi t 
concert for Amnesty International. 
14 Old Town Art Fair thru June IS, Lincoln 
Ave. & Lincoln Park West, free. 
Mike & the Mechanics , Holiday Star; call 
Ticket Master. 
IS T angenne Dream Riviera. 
Jeffrey Osborne , Holiday Star; call Ticket 
Master. 
joe jackson, Poplar Creek; call Ticket Mas-
ter. 
16 Registration for Park District Beginning 
Tennis Lessons, most parks, 3am-9pm; les-
sons begin June 23; under 17, free; 18 and 
over $5, call 294-2493 for further infor-
mation. 
20 Public Image Ltd., Riviera Night Club, 
Broadway & Lawrence. 
Steve Ray Vaughn, Poplar Creek; call 
Ticket Master. 
ZZ Top, Alpine Valley, thru June 21; call 
Ticket Master. 
Open House at Illinois State University, 201 
Hovey Hall, Normal, IL 61761 , Boone Stu-
dent Center, also July II and July 18, at 
9:30am-2:30pm; open house for interested 
students, for more information call 1-
800-322-23 14. 
Black Flag Concert, Cabaret Metro, $10. 
21 Printers Row Book Fair, Dearborn Street 
between Polk and Harrison; printing and 
papermaking demonstrations and readings 
by Chicago authors, free . 
Stevie Nicks , Poplar Creek; call Ticket 
Master. 
Big Trouble In Little China 
22 Depeche Mode , Poplar Creek; $11-$17.25. 
23 Figure Skating Classes thru August IS; call 
478-0210. 
24 Laurie Anderson, Holiday Star; call Ticket 
Master. 
25 Eddie Murphy, Poplar Creek; call Ticket 
Master. 
26 ZZ Top , Poplar Creek; call Ticket Master. 
27 Opening of Hard Rock Cafe, 63 W. On-
tario, expected guests include Robert 
Palmer and John Taylor. 
Tom Petty & the Heart Breakers with Bob 
Dylan, Alpine Valley, call Ticket Master. 
The following movies will premiere this 
month at a theatre near you. 
"Labyrinth" (starring David Bowie, Jen-
nifer Connelly). 
"Spacecamp" (starring Leaf Phoe nix, 
Tate Donovan, Lea Thompson, Kelly Pre-
ston, Larry B. Scott and Kate Capsaw). 
"The Manhattan Project" 
"Back to School" (starring Rodney 
Dangerfield). 
30 Taste of Chtcago thru July 6, Grant Park 
noon to llpm, cost of food varies. 
Nature Boy: A portrait of Nat King Cole , 78 
E. Washington St., 12: IS; a narrated pro-
gram with music and dance by the Charles 
Edwards Ensemble, free. 
July 
I julian Lennon, Poplar Creek; call Ticket 
Master. 
2 Kool and the Gang, Poplar Creek; call 
Ticket Master. 
3 Fireworks and cannons at Petrillo Band 
Shell (Adams and the lake) synchronized 
to "The Overture of 1812:" concert from 
8 to IOpm, free. 
4 Billy Ocean, Holiday Star; call Ticket Mas-
ter. 
Old-Fashioned Fourth of july Celebration , 
Historical Society, Clark St. at North 
Ave.; authentic Revolutionary War flavor, 
free, call 642-48+4. 
8 Family Film Festival: "The Black Caul-
dron," Historical Society, Clark St. at 
North Ave.; $1.50, call 642-48+4 for 
further information. 
12 Air and Water Shaw thru June 13, 
Lakeshore Park Chicago Avenue and the 
lake; Air Force jet pilots display their 
flying talents, free. 
IS The Cure , Poplar Creek; call Ticket Mas-
ter. 
Family Film Festival: "The Journey of 
Natty Gann," $1.50, see July 8. 
19 3 8 Special , Poplar Creek; call Ticket Mas-
ter. 
Haymarket Bus Tour: exploration of the 
influence of the Haymarket Riot on the 
city's ethnic groups and the development 
29 Bob Dylan with Tom Petty & the Heart of one of the city's military bases, 
Breakers, Poplar Creek; call Ticket Master. $17-$21. call 642-4844. 
~----------------~-----------------~ 
D 
548·2400 
• Cofor 1V 
• CrystaL Service Bar 
• Stereo Cassette 
• Darf Tmted Wmdows 
• Ce£fufar Phones 
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NATIONAL COLLEGE 
OF EDUCATION 
18 s Michigan Ave 
<.hlcago, IL 60603 
MTIO\AL COU £GE 
OF EDtX::ATK>N 
Ia 
1886 19 8 6 
'oHt\1 ... . nn~~o~ '-'ttl'lt.R\1 unUJt' 
ATNCEWE 
WORK HARD 
FOR YOUR 
FUTURE. 
Going to college takes effort, but 
when you know your work will 
result In a brighter fut ure, you 
know It's worth it. 
And that's why so many students 
are enrolling in business programs 
at National College of Education. 
Our programs combine practical, 
marketable, professional training 
with a strong liberal arts education. 
We offer majors In Accounting, 
Computer Information Systems 
and Management, and 
Business Administration. 
- We support your studies 
with special services which 
combine English as a foreign 
language courses. tutoring 
fn business courses and 
.,. general studies, and professional 
academic counseling. 
- Hands-on experience In four 
computer labs that give you the 
valuable knowledge you need for 
today's business world. 
- Faculty committed to teaching 
and stimulating students. 
So come to NCE. Because we II work hard for 
your future 
For more Information. rail 621·9695 
r-----------------------------------· 
<;enel coupon to Nal londl ( Olil'!:<' o f hluc.:~t lon Aelmls 
slons. 18 South Michigan Ave , Chlc,l go, IL60603 
Pleas<' send rnr Information on your Buslne~\ 
Progrdrns 
NAME 
ADDRE~S 
CITYISTATE ZIP 
PHONE 
(horne) 
YC05 23 
(work) 
NU . .tn Illinois ~chool \lnct• 1 B86, '' .tlcrt?dttNl by 
tht• North Central M~oc of ollr.>gt'\ <~nd Schools and 
ddmlts quallflt'd \tuel~nt~ without rt•g.ud to r.ll~. color 
wx. reiiKton. h<JndiCi!p or rMttonal or l'thnlt ongln 
GI:aduation 
Portraits 
Sports 
Teams 
Cheerleaders 
Bands 
or 
Friendship 
Portraits 
When y o u decide to 
have a professional portrait 
taken with us, you can be 
confident that it will reflect 
your distinctive personality. 
Your portrait can be a warm. 
p ersonal expression of you 
during this p roud period of 
your life. It can be as formal 
or info rmal as you are. We 
will work with you to cap ture 
just that sel f im age you 
envision 
r. Bri~;i"n.thls.adf~;;. 1 
I FREE. I 
8 " X 10" 
1 with your sitting 1 
1 Offpr good thru 1 1 
L . ..1~~ .3~ . t2..8§_ . J 
For more 'nformation call' 
po..,ell. Stl!h~!~hy 
568G2262 
250 East 115th S treet 
Chicago. IJ/inois 60628 
(by appointment only) 
un The following movies will premiere this month at a theatre near you. Celebration of Latin-American art. enter-tainment and cuisine, call 294-2493. September 
22 Family Film Festival. "The North Avenue 
Irregulars," $1.50, see july 8. 
"Nothing In Common" (starring Tom 
Hanks, Jackie Gleason, Eva Marie Saint and 
Bess Armstrong). 
"Haunted Honeymoon" (starring Gene 
Wilder, Gilda Radner and Dom Delluise). 
9 Temptations and the Four Tops, Poplar 
Creek; call Ticket Master. 
Venetian Night , Monroe Harbor; boats are 
decorated like floats, fireworks at the end 
- IOpm, free. 
I Last day for Park District outdoor swimming 
pools. free . 
24 Walking Tour/The Old Town Triangle , His-
torical Society, Clark St. at North Ave-
nue, one-mile tour through this landmark 
district of four generations of ethnic di-
versity, $3-$4.50, call 642-4844. 
"Ferris Bueller's Day Off' (starring Mat-
thew Broderick). 10 Historic Pullman /Bus Tour; visit t he 1880's 
town built by the workers of George M. 
Pullman, $19-$23. 
3 Culture Club , Poplar Creek; call Ticket 
Master. 
"Big Trouble in Little China" (starring 
Kurt Russell, Dennis Dunn, Kim Cattrall 
and Suzee Pal) . 
5 Patti LaBelle , Poplar Creek; call Ticket 
Master. 
26 Annual Thomas A. Dorsey Gospel Festival, 
South Shore Country Club Park; a tribute 
to Thomas Dorsey, the "father" of gospel 
music. 
"Aliens" (starring Sigourney Weaver, 
Michael Biehn, Bill Paxton and Carrie 
Henn). 
IS Festa lto/iona thru Aug. 17, Olive Park 
(Outer Drive and Grand Ave.); Italian 
food and entertainment as well as fire-
works, free. 
17 Mr. Mister, Poplar Creek; call Ticket Mas-
ter. 
Chicago Highland Games , Grant Park; an 
exposition of Scottish culture: lots of kilts 
and bagpipes, free. 
21 Open House at Barat College, Lake Forest, 
ll. Main Building, Room 160, 7pm; for 
students interested in attending Barat, 
free. 
29 family Film Festival: "Dalmatians," $1.50, 
see july 8. 
31 A Taste of 57th & Stoney Island; food out 
on stands from various restaurants, cost of 
food varies. 
"Sexual Perversity in Chicago" (starring 
Rob Lowe, Demi Moore, jim Belushi and 
Elizabeth Perkins). 
"The Whoppee Boys" (starring Michael 
O 'Keefe and Paul Rodriguez). 
"Heartburn" (starring Meryl Streep and 
jack Nicholson). 
August 
I Stars hip with special guest The Outfield, 
Poplar Creek; call Ticket Master. 
2 Chicago River Walk; one-mile walk along 
the waterway that tumed Chicago into 
the commercial and industrial heart of the 
Midwest, $3-$4.50, call 294-2493. 
Billy Crystal, Poplar Creek; call Ticket 
Master. 
4 Pointer Sisters, Poplar Creek; call Ticket 
Master. 
6 Air Supply, Poplar Creek; call Ticket Mas-
ter. 
7 The Monkees, Poplar Creek; call Ticket 
Master. 
8 Pan-American Festival thru Aug. 10, Olive 
Park (Outer Drive and Grand Ave.); 
17 Mr. Mister, Poplar Creek; call Ticket Mas-
ter. 
20 Eurythmics, Alpine Valley; call Ticket Mas-
ter. 
John Denver, Poplar Creek; call Ticket 
Master. 
22 George Benson, Poplar Creek; call Ticket 
Master. 
24 Lover Boy, Poplar Creek; call Ticket Mas-
ter. 
25 Ann Murray, Poplar Creek; call Ticket 
Master. 
27 Chicago Jazz Festival thru Aug. 31, Petrillo 
Music Shell (Adams and Outer Drive); the 
largest free jazz show in the world, free, 
call 294-2493 for show t.imes. 
The following movies will premiere this 
month at a theatre near you. 
"Let's Get Harry" (starring Robert 
Duvall, Gang Busey, Glenn Frey and Mark 
Harmon) . 
"The Fly" (starring jeff Goldblum). 
"Jumpin Jock Flash" (syu-ring Whoopi 
Goldberg. 
"The Boy Who Could Fly" (starring Lucy 
Deakins and jay Underwood). 
A CAREER YOU 
CAN BANK ON ... 
. . . Enter The World 
Of Finance 
• Enjoy Long Term Job 
Security 
• Earn a Good Salary and 
Benefits 
• Work In Pleasant 
Surroundings 
• Advance Yourself, And Your 
Career 
TTl CAN HELP MAKE IT ALL 
HAPPEN: 
• Short 4 Week Course 
• Flexible Classes 
• Hands-on Job Training 
• Nationwide Job Placement 
Assistance 
CALL NOW FOR FURTHER 
INFORMATION 
693-8090 
TELLER TRAINING INSTITUTES 
8410 W Bryn Mawr Su lte-285 
Ch1cago. IL 60631 
High School Juniors! 
Join New Expression's 
Summer Photography 
Workshop 
VALUES and your CAREER 
July 2-September 5 
High school juniors interested in careers in photography or 
photojournalism - sign up for New Expression's 
Photography w orkshop. Participants will meet with 
professional photographers, learn to work with models and 
have their work critiqued by professionals working in the 
field. 
The workshop participants will have their work showcased 
in the September issue of New Expression. There will also 
be an opportunity to display prints at Youth 
Communication's annual summer program. 
All participants mus t have a 35mm camera. 
To Apply: Call 663-0543 after 3:30 and ask for Lisandro 
Resto. There is no charge for this program. 
TUXEDOS 
from $3995 Like New 
$9995 .. $~Z::5 NEW 
WHY RENT? 
• Wing co llar shirts 
• Cummerbunds and 
bows in colors 
• Tails 
• Boy's sizes availab le 
• Professional Restaura nt 
& Group Discount 
• New Waist le ngth tux' s 
• Ne w Block Tux Tro users 
BUY-A-TUX 
545 W . Roo seve t Road 
Chicago 243-5465 
10-6 Mon.-Sat. Call for Sun . Hours 
Parking Available 
WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO YOU? 
What is the riqht career for you? 
Knowinq your values will quide you in 
malcinq decisions that are riqht for you. It 
will help you focus on what you want to 
do, so that you can direct your enerqy and 
so that you can avoid the trap of acceptinq 
stereotypes that may limit your 
aspirations. 
Here is a list of some work-related 
values that can help you explore your own 
value system. Before you do anythinq, 
read the entire list and think a.bout how 
you value each choice. Then qo over the 
list aqain, and rate each item on the list, 
usinq the scale below. 
1 • Not important at all 
2 = Not very important 
3- Reasonably important 
4 s Very important in my choice of 
career 
0 HELP SOCIETY: Do somethinq to 
contribute to a ~Iter world. 
0 HELP OTHERS: Be mvolved in 
helpinq other people m a direct way. 
0 PUBUC CONTACI': Have lots of 
day-to-day contact with people. 
0 WORK WITH OTHERS: Have close 
workinq relabonslups with a qroup; work 
as a team toward a common goal. 
0 AFF1UA TION: Be recoqnized as a 
member of a particular orqaruzatlon. 
0 FRIENDSHIPS: Develop close, 
personal relationships as a result of my 
work. 
0 COMPETITION· Pit my abilities 
agamst others with clear win-and -lose 
results. 
0 MAKE DECISIONS· Have power to 
decide course of action, pohc1es, etc. 
r WORK UNDER PRESSURE: W ork 
where time pressure IS common and/ or 
quality of my work IS JUdqed cntically by 
others 
POWER AND AUTHORITY· 
Control the work or (partially) destinies of 
other people. 
J INFLUENCE PEOPLE: Be m a 
position to chanqe attitudes or op1ruons of 
other people. 
WORK 1\LONE: Do proj&cts by 
mysell, without much contact With 
others. 
0 KNOWLEDGE: Enqage myself m 
pursuit o( knowledge, truth, and 
understandinq. 
0 INTELLEcrui.LSTATUS: Be 
known as a person of luqh Intellectual 
prowess or as an "expert" m a field. 
[] ARTISTIC CREATIVITY· Enqaqe In 
creative activity tn any of several &rt 
torms 
SUSAN LOVES HER JOB .. 
She likes math , working 
outdoors, and being Independent. 
0 CREATIVITY (qeneral): Create new 
ideas, proqrarns, orqani%ational 
structures, etc., not followinq an a!Ieady-
developed plan. 
0 AESTHETICS: Be involved in 
stud yinq or appreciatinq the beauty of 
thinqs and ideas. 
0 SUPERVISION: Have a Job in which 
I 11m ctirectly responsible for work of 
others. 
0 CHANGE AND VARIETY Have 
work wluch chanqes frequently m content 
and settinq . 
0 PRECISION WORK: Work in 
situations where there 1S little tolerance 
for error. 
0 STABILITY· Have" work 1oubne 
and JOb duties that are mostly predictable 
and not likely to chanqe lor a lonq tune. 
[] SECURITY: Be assured of keepmq 
my JOb and a reasonable salary. 
FAST PACE: Work m conditions 
where work must be done rap1dly 
J RECOGNITION: Be recoqruzed for 
the quality of my work 1n some V1S1ble or 
pubuc way. 
J EXCITEMENT Expenence mucn 
or 4requent excitement m my work. 
~ ADVENTURE· Have work duties 
wluch tnvolve frequent nsk-talonq 
l PROFIT, GAIN: Have stronq chance 
of earrung lots of money or other matenal 
qam. 
D INDEPENDENCE Be able to 
determine nature of my work Without 
Stqnlficant dtrecbon from others, not 
have to do what others tell me. 
0 MORAL FULFILLMENT· Feel that 
my work stqnilicantly contributes to 
moral s tandards wlucb I feel a e 
1mportant 
LOCATION· nd place to hve 
CARLOS HATES HIS 
JOB ... He'd prefer to 
work with children In 
an air-conditioned nursery 
school. 
wluch is conducive to my lifestyle and 
qives me the chance to do thinqs I enjoy 
most . 
0 COMMUNITY: Uve m a town or 
cty where I can qet involved m 
community affairs . 
0 PHYSICAL CHA!l.ENGE: Have a 
Job that makes physical demands wluch I 
find rewardtnq. 
0 TIME FREEOOM: Be able to work 
on my own time schedule; no specilic 
worlanq hours reqwred 
Now that you' ve rated each of these 
work values, hst on another sheet of 
paper the ones you ranked most 
unportant . Add any of your own 
unportant values or considerations that 
weren1 t in the exerctse. 
Tlus should q1ve you a clearer sense of 
what's unportant to you tn a ca.reer Tiunk 
about some of the careers you are 
cons1dennq. How do they fit With thP 
values you have checked? Keep tlus 
exerC188 around, and as you learn mora 
about careers, compare their demands 
wtth your needs. Better yet, challenqe 
yoursell to 1dentily careers that meet your 
cntena, and start !along courses and 
preparmq for those careers 
II you start now, With a qoal m rrund 
you will have a better chance of aclueVlnq 
your obJectives. Good luck 
AdoptedwilhpermissJon /rom PATH A 
Career Workbook for Ltberal Arts 
Students, by Howard E . Figler(The 
Carroll Press, Cranston. RI 197S) 
(Tlus excerpt from /l 'q Your Future 
CntalV>'I s Career Gwde for Hlgh School 
" trls was made posstble by a qrant from 
•he Shell Comparues Foundation. lnc I 
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THE COVERAGE 
A GREAT SPORTS TOWN DESERVES. 
When it comes to complete sports reporting, no one covers the field like the Chicago 
Tribune. Regardless of the season ... no matter what the level ... the Tribune dominates 
the sports scene, bringing midwest sports fans all the action .. . all the color . . . all the 
controversy. And it's all reported by a team of award-winning writers and photographers 
that's in a league b~y itself. 
Chicago Tribune Sports is a recognized leader ... honored throughout the state and across 
the country. In the first few months of 1986 alone, awards were received from: 
The Sporting News 
Best Sports Commentary of the Year to Phil Hersh 
Associated Press Sports Editors 
Phil Hersh was named to the A.P.S.E. list of five top feature writers 
and Don Pierson received an honorable mention for Best Sports 
Event coverage 
Pro Football Hall of Fame. 
First Place was awarded to Bob Langer in the Pro Football 
Hall of Fame's photo journalism competition. in the 
"color action photography" category 
National Sportswriters 
and Sportscasters Association. 
"Illinois Sports Columnist of the Year" awarded to Bob Verdi 
([hira_go [ribune 
A great city deserves a great newspaper. 
<> 
( 
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........ type:' Just One of Those Days Art by Juan Baes 
By Daniel Stodolsky 
woke up to the sound of typing. But you 
. used to waking to the sound of typing 
en you live in a dorm full of computer 
~nee majors. Someone had invaded my 
,m. Cursing silently, I opened my eyes, 
to spring upon the invader. 
fhere was a unicorn standing at my 
minal, adeptly punching the keys with its 
ee foot long horn. This was not what I 
on a Monday morning. 
was flabbergasted. Unicorns don't even 
st, much less come into my second story 
rm at 7:30 on a Monday morning. As my 
tried to deal with this sudden alteration 
reality, a strangled sound, somewhat like 
t of a buffalo falling over, escaped my 
oat. 
fhe unicorn, hearing my utterence, 
ipped its head towards me, its sharp spiral 
two inches from my nose, and said 
(CUse me. I hope you don't mind if I use 
Jr terminal." 
was in no mood to argue with an armed, 
I possibly dangerous, unicorn. "Go right 
!ad," I replied. 
'Thank you." At that the unicorn swiftly 
back to the terminal. " I hope I didn't 
you, but if I did, I hope you'll 
I de,r!<toantl" 
While the unicorn continued to type, I 
led on my glasses and took a good, hard 
1k at my room. The door was closed, and 
1howed no signs of ever being forced 
en. The solitary window at the far end of 
! room was open, but obviously too small 
an 18-hand-high unicorn to fit through. 
e furniture was all in place. Even the 
nuals for half a dozen computer systems 
on the floor, untouched. The only animal 
s the unicorn, typing away at my terminsl. 
With this in mind I said, "Ummm. Excuse 
'• mister, mister . .. " 
'A. Ranyhyn. But call me Trisp," the 
com supplied. 
'Trisp, could you tell me what the hell you 
! doing in my dorm1" 
Trisp stopped typing and turned to face 
!. "Hmmm . . . well, I was hoping you 
1uldn't ask. but I suppose you do have a 
ht to know. I'm trying to figure out how 
get home. 
" Oh, I see. But how did you get in here1 
Most horses I've known aren't very adept at 
climbing the stairs," I said, forgetting that the 
door was locked . 
" Hmmm . .. well, I was hoping you could 
tell me," Trisp replied. · 
I jumped out of bed and yelled at him, 
"You don't know how you got here1 What 
do you MEAN you are trying to find a way 
home1 You can't even exist!" 
"Now calm down," Trisp replied, 
nonchalantly pointing his horn at my spleen. 
"I' ll try to explain, but only if you stop 
yelling. Unicorns have very sensitive ears." 
I fell back onto the bed, stifling an urge to 
throw something. 
"First, let me refute your last statement. 
Since I am standing here, talking to you, I 
obviously exist. Now to answer your rather 
difficult questions . .. 
"I don't know how I got here. Last night, 
after I quit my studies - I'm an · 
undergraduate student - I went to sleep. 
When I woke up this morning, I found myself 
in this room. Noting that you were asleep 
and knowing from past experience that 
WAKING sleeping humans causes them to go 
into quite viole nt rages, I decided I would 
work with your terminal to try to find a way 
to get home." 
"But how do you know how to type1 And 
how did you manage to tie into the 
EtherNet?" 
"What do you think I am, ignorant? Every 
undergrad knows how to type. And since I 
am a physics major, getting on to the 
EtherNet was a process I have had to do 
many times. Signing on was as easy as tying 
my shoes." Trisp answered, scratching his left 
. flank with his horn. 
As I tried to assimilate this information, 
Trisp kept on talking. "Do you have any hay, 
or oats, or even corn1 I'm starved." 
Fantastic. Not only was I trapped with a 
lost unicorn, but a starving lost unicorn. 
"Uhh ... Let me take a look in the 
kitchen and see what I have." I walked 
cautiously over to the far corner of the 
room which served as my kitchen. I 
ransacked the cabinets and found one can of 
cooked corn. "Will this do1 I said, holding up 
the can." 
" I guess it will have to," he replied, "but 
you really should have fresh vegetables. 
They're much better for you." 
Great, I had a lost starving unicorn who is 
also a nutritionist! 
I started the search for the can opener. 
But the unicorn interrupted. "That won't be 
necessary, just throw the can here." 
I hurled the can at Trisp, who casually 
caught the rim on the tip of his horn, and, 
with a quick flick of the neck, sliced open the 
can, swallowed the contents, and dropped 
the can down on the floor. 
After he carefully crushed the can into a 
perfect circle of steel, Trisp started musing 
again. "It is obvious to me that, somehow, I 
must have been transported into this paralle l 
dimension, perhaps by a touon-neutrino 
reaction. Therefore, the obvious way to 
return me home is to reverse the reaction. 
SCI all you need to do is get a tounon to pass 
near my horn - which is a natural source of 
neutri nos - and I will be returned to my 
home dimension." 
I started to laugh, but I stifled it 
immediately as Trisp calmly placed his leg 
against the table holding my mother's 
priceless china vase. 
"Err ... there's one problem, Trisp. One 
would need a particle accelerato'r to create a 
free tauon and the only one is at the physics 
building, which is closed during finals. So it is 
impossible for us to gererate a free tauon. 
You'd better think of something else." 
"Don't be silly," Trisp snorted, " I'll just 
work out the bounce coordinates and glip 
you over to the accelerator. It will take me 
half a second to work out the calculations." 
He turned and thrust furiously at the 
terminal keyboard with his slender horn. 
"Errr ... Trisp, what are 'glipping' and 
'Bounce coordinates'? I'm not quite familiar 
with the terms." 
"What1 Well, don't worry about it. All 
you have to do after I glip you over there is 
type these numbers - 12, 17, 0.001 - into 
the accelerator control panel and press the 
activate button. This will send me home and 
end your problems. Get ready to be 
glipped!" 
''But - " 
" No 'buts ' about it," Trisp said kicking a 
shower of sp3rks at me. "Just calm down and 
be prepared for glipping. It won't hurt -
t hat much." 
The Philosophy 103 test question suddenly 
flashed into my mind: "When is fear the 
better part of valor?" Then the answer: 
"Now!" Applying the deeper meaning of this 
answer, I ran. 
With a loud "Bamph", I materialized in t he 
physics building accelerator control room and 
promptly collided with a brick wall. Luckily 
for me, no alarms went off as I peeled myself 
off the wall. I crawled to the control panel 
and hastily puched in the numbers: 12, 17, 
0.00 I. I hit the activate button, glad to be 
getting rid of the teleporting unicorn. 
Wearily I opened the door to my 
apartment and peeked inside. I breathed a 
sigh of relief: the unicorn was gone. Then, 
suddenly, the room was filled with a soft 
pinging sound. A 12-foot red dragon 
appeared in the hallway, a very hungry 
looking red dragon ... 
It was going to be one of those kind of 
Monday mornings. 
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Pushing Apart, Polling Together 
By Keturah Shaw 
Oct 3, 1985 
Dear Nelly, 
I he ard you broke it off with Jim Taylor. How could you! He's 
such a babe. I just found out. Had to write and ask why on earth 
you did it. Tell All! 
Write back soon 
Love, 
Hug a lot! 
Oct 6, 1985 
Dear julia, 
So word got to you, did it1 Well, yes, I broke it off with 
Jimmy. He kept pressuring me to go to bed with him. I didn't 
want to. You know how guys are. I kept saying 'no', that I 
wanted to wait. but he kept at it. so I told him to buzz off. 
How's California/ Met any new guys yet1 Of course, you'll tell 
me everything! Met a new best friend yet1 Is she nlce1 She'd 
better not be weird, Julia Morie Wesly! 
Write back soon 
Love. 
Pumpkin 
Oct 9, 1985 
Dear Nelly, 
What a waste! You gotta start living some t ime! 
Speaking of living, I met a real doll yesterday. His name is 
Tony. He works as a cashier near here. We're going out tonight. 
To the movies. All the girls are just green with envy. 
Write back soon 
Love, 
Hug a lot! 
Oct 12, 1985 
Dear julia, 
I thought you of all people would understand. I want it to be 
right. Just like Mom and Dad. They're so happy and so in love. 
not always kissing and stuff. They're more than just lovers; 
they 're friends! Real friends! 
I saw Jimmy today. He's going out with Barbara Sheith. I felt 
so jealous. I don't know why. You don' t suppose I'm in love with 
him. do you, Julia1 I'm afraid. 
Write back soon 
Love. 
Pumpkin 
Oct 20, 1985 
Dear Nelly, 
If you're so in love & I think you are, ask him out again. I'd 
like to write more, but Tony's calling me down. 
Bye! 
Oct 23, 1985 
Dear julia, 
Barbara Sheith came over to my house. She thinks Jimmy & I 
are still on behind her back. She's stupid. She should know I'm 
not the type to share. 
She's attached to him, Julia. For good, I think. You don't 
suppose they're in love, do you, Julia1 
By the way. how's Tony, your mom & the gang1 
Write back soon 
Love, 
Pumpkin 
Nov 5, 1985 
Dear Nelly, 
Hi! Sorry if this letter's going to be so short but Tony's 
waiting for me. Everyone's fine, great! Forget about Jimmy! 
Nov 8, 1985 
Dear julia, 
It was great hearing from you so soon. I suppose you don't 
love me anymore - just Tony. 
Mom had a heart attack 11/4. but she's doing better. I'm still 
worried though. 
I don't suppose, what with lover boy. that you have time for 
your ne w best friend. I'll bet she's pissed. 
Hope things will stay as grand as they seem to be. 
Write back soon 
Love, 
Pumpkin 
Nov 20, 1986 
Dear julia, 
Mom's 1n t he hospital agam. Another heart attack. Dad's 
literally sick with worry. I'm worried about them, Julie. I miss 
Mom ntghts while she's in the hospital. I mtss Jimmy, too. 
Well, the holidays are coming up. My btrthday's in 3 days. 18 
at last' 
Daddy & I both thtnk you & your family should come here 
thts Xmas tf you haven't made plans already I'd sure enjoy seemg 
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you again, Julia. I miss you - if you can believe that! 
Daddy's calling my full name ... I'd better go. 
Love, 
Pumpkin 
Nov 29, 1985 
Dear julia, 
Mom died last Monday. Oh, Julia, if you could see Dad. He 
comes in late or not at all. When he does get in he looks tired. 
He hardly ever sleeps. 
He just sits in that rocking chair Mom gave him, holding on to 
one of her old pictures and stares into space. He looks like 
death. Sometimes I wonder if I haven' t lost them both. 
Jimmy came over to say how sorry he was. He's got a car 
now. I saw Barbara waiting for him in it outsicle. You're right. I 
should forget him - except I can't. 
Write back soon 
Love, 
Nelly 
P.S.: Do come for Xmas, please! 
Jan 6, 1986 
Dear Nelly, 
Sorry about the holidays. Tony's mom & dad wanted us with 
them. We put up such a fight, but our arguments weren't strong 
enough I guess. How's your dad1 How are you, Nelly1 Got to 
go, Tony awaits! 
Julia 
Feb 10, 1986 
Dear julia, 
Jimmy & Barbara aren't together anymore. He says he still 
loves me. He says we should get back together. I told him I'd 
think about it. 
I know he'll start pressuring me again. I don't want that. But I 
don't want to lose him again either. 
Write back soon, 
Pumpkin 
Feb 13, 1985 
Dear Nelly, 
Do It! 
Love, 
Hug a Lot 
Feb 16, 1986 
Dear Julia, 
I asked Jimmy if he was still going to pressure me. He said 
something about nothing being wrong with him wanting me as 
lon.g as we were in love. I asked him if he loved me enough to 
watt. Then he mumbled something unde r his breath. I knew he 
wouldn't. I told him to forget it. I'm really going to forget about 
him this time. 
Write back soon, 
Pumpkin 
March 2, 1986 
Dear julia, 
You :--ouldn't believe what happened in school yesterday! 1 
was gomg to Algebra-trig when I saw Jimmy talking to Barbara. 1 
heard him asking her out again. God, can you believe that guy. 1 
wanted to talk t o someone. You seem so busy. and Dad - well 
Dad's in his rocktng chatr. Write me soon, if you have ume. ' 
Love. 
Pumpktn 
March I 0, 1986 
Dear Nelly, 
You sound really upset. Why do you let him bother you1 Get 
back at them some way and you'll probably feel better. 
Julia 
March 14, 1986 
Dear julia, 
Guess who's my partner In Adult Uving1 Barbara Sheith! I told 
Ms. Washington I'd rather not work with her. But she just said, 
"This is an Adult Uving Class. We're learning to be adults-
don't be childish!" So now I'm stuck with her. 
I'd refuse to do it except this assignment is like SO percent of 
my grade. I told Dad about it. but he just kept staring at me asl 
I hadn't spoken. He's so inside of himself, and he won't come 
out. 
Write back soon, 
Pumpkin 
March 22, 1986 
Dear julia, 
It's just not working out with Barbara and me. I feel so mad. 
I'm sure she must be going out with Jimmy. I don't know wt1at 
to do. I can't "get back" at them. Jhat's not me, and you know 
it. 
Write back soon, 
Pumpkin 
April 4, 1986 
Dear julia, 
I had to go over to Barbara's house to spend some time on 
our Adult Living Project. There just isn't enough time in a 
period to finish on time. When Barbara introduced me to her 
mother she f!id, "Nelly used to go out with Jimmy too, Mom." 
Mrs. King gave me this raised-eyebrow look, but it wasn't me1111 
to be sarcastic. It remincled me of mom's look when she wantld 
me to tell her more. 
Anyway you wouldn't believe her mom. She's a great lady. She 
helped us out with the project, and we're almost done. 
In this project we're roommates trying to make ends meet. 
We really didn't know much of anything. That's where her mo111 
comes in. She's so sweet. 
Write back soon 
Love, 
Pumpkin 
April 13, 1986 
Dear Nelly, 
I'm glad the project's going ok. Great. Tony and I are going CD 
the movies right now so this is all I can write. 
Bye, 
Julia 
April 16, 1986 
Dear julia 
I was over to Barbara's house again. We're almost done. Just a 
little more paper work. 
You won't believe this. I talked to Mrs. King, Barbara's mom. 
about Daddy. I told her how I wished he'd come out. She 
looked kind of worried and said something about depressed 
people needing to be around people. And that if 1 really wanted 
to see him open up again I should try communicating more and 
show him that I still love him. 
Write back soon 
Love, 
Pumpkin 
April 23, 1986 
'88, The mass that Bever Was 
By Glibel Gomez 
The scarred wooden table is situated 
ehind a column of shelves hiding it from thP 
uin desk where the librarians congregate 
There is nothing particularly special abo ut 
1is table, nothing that sets 't wart from · he 
ther tables. It has stood there since t .vas 
m installed, however long ago t hat rnay be 
, sloppy carving of 66 ~ •he best' along 
ne leg, offers some clue 
The two chairs are placed ,eatly J!"der t he 
1ble, across from each ')ther C::ve•v rnorning 
efore school begins, the ~hairs :'lr~ under 
rte table. But thro ughout the -jay ~hey 'Ire 
~ifted around. So t he librarians •ake t irne 
ccassionally between periods ~o make sure 
rte chairs are returned t o •hei r proper 
osition. 
=IRST PERIOD 
Two girls sit at the table, both on o ne 
ide. One girl with a big. balloon-o;tyle pink 
kirt sits with her feet crossed under •he 
able. She drags a chair fror!" t he opposite 
1de of the table so that she can sit next to 
~r friend. The other girl. wearing a pair of 
tirrup pants, sits with her heels cupped to 
he chair frame beneath t he table. They are 
>Oth leafing through old copies of Vogue 
"Look!" The girl takes her feet off the 
rame to sit up. "This is the dress." She 
hows it to her friend . "Amanda. look, this is 
ny prom dress!" 
Amanda inspects the picture for a minute. 
That looks like what Alexis was wearing in 
he last episode." 
"In this dress, I can look like her " she 
:rins, as if it can be no other 
"Eii~th. dear, dream on, just dream on." 
~manda pats her on the back playfully. 
Elizabeth continues to leaf through her 
nagazine. "Some friend you t urned out to 
,e." 
"Me1 What about you? I asked to borrow 
tour Lit book last week. You still haven't 
:iven it to me." 
"What do you need from it1 '' 
" I have to read about this guy who went 
:o the woods to write. Thou-row or 
reerrow, something like that." 
"Speaking of classes," Elizabeth changes 
:he subject, "Wanna cut with James and 
v'icky and me tomorrow? We can go over to 
ames' house." 
"I don't know. I got to read this section." 
)he places her chin on her balled-up fist, as if 
>eriously thinking about cutting class. 
"James has a VCR." Her friend baits her. 
'He's going to rent sex movies." Elizabeth 
gives Amanda a knowing secreti.ve smile. 
"Sex!" Amanda sits up. She gives Elizabeth 
1 smirk. "Sex movies like the ones in gym 
dass1 Y'know the one with little tadpoles 
' wlmming to the eggs?" 
"You're funny." Eli~th laughs 
:sarcastically. She places her feet up again and 
looks through the magazine for her prom 
dress. 
Amanda is also quiet. She waves her foot 
1n rhythm with a tune that she hums, "Let's 
Go All the Way." She hums at a volume 
barely audible to her friend but out of the 
librarians' range. 
The dull whine of the class buzzer ends 
the humming. They both shove the chairs far 
Out Into the aisle and leave t hem t here. 
HIRD PERIOD 
The chairs are tucked back under the 
le. 
Three males approach the table. One drags 
a chair from a nearby table. Two on one side 
and one on the other. At first glance they all 
look the same. All three have Care Free 
Curls, shoulder length and greasy. All three 
have dark ebony complexions. 
"I hear it's really nice out there," one 
comments. 
"jerry, how you know? You ain't been 
nowhere," his friend jibes. 
" Man, shut up." Jerry lifts his hand as if to 
really hit his friend. " Who told you 'bout 
more money if you 're married?" 
"Mr. Lloyd. But how does he know?" 
Jerry rolls his eyes. He turns to the other 
friend across t he table who remains quiet. 
"Kevin, you tell Michael why." 
Kevin pushes his chair away from the table 
so he can reach into his jacket. As he pulls 
himself back to the table, the chair makes a 
screeching sound on the tile. The librarian 
cringes and puts her finger to her lips. 
"Man, I don't know nothing 'bout it. But I 
keep hearing 'Germany' from people in the 
Army. Maybe that's where they send 
everyone. To Amsterdam, right?" 
Kevin takes the top off his marker. Slowly 
he begins to write on the table. 
"Ain't that where the fallout is1" Michael 
asks, tilting his chair nonchalantly. 
" Man, you're stupid, that was a long time 
ago." 
"It's in the air now." Jerry challenges in an 
impatient voice. "Ain't that right, Kevin?" 
Kevin doesn't answer. Michael 's brow 
begins to crinkle. He seems to be thinking 
about what Jerry said. 
"No, Jerry, fallout don't stay just a little 
while in the air. It ... " 
"Man, you're stupid. Tell me, you joinin' 
me in the army after high school?" 
"Yeah, that's why I talked to Mr. Lloyd." 
Michael stops tilting the chair when he sees 
the librarian approaching. He kicks Kevin 
under the table to warn him. 
Kevin looks up as Michael nods towards 
the librarian. By the time he turns around to 
look in that direction, the librarian is out of 
sight, hidden be hind the shelves. 
All of them look at Ke vin's inscription. It 
reads " '86, the class with special class." 
"What's it say?" Je rry nudges Michael. 
"What?" 
" I SAID what does it say, stupid," Jerry 
repeats emphasising every word. 
"Wait! You can't read that, and you say 
I'm stupid?" 
" Man, when we're in the army, you watch 
out! I wanna run you over with a tank," Jerry 
threatens. 
"Make sure you read the directions first." 
Michael slides back his chair as jerry tries to 
hit him. 
"jerry, you got those pamphlets Mr. Lloyd 
gave you?" Kevin asks distracting the two. 
"Yeah, man, why? You comin' with us 
now~" 
Michael consciously edges back to his 
place. He's ready to spring away in case Jerry 
decides to get him back for his comment. 
"I have some, too." Michael butts in, 
taking out a green-colored publication from 
his bag. " But you better take Jerry's; he 
never reads 'em anyways." 
' Stupid, shut up!" 
" Shh!" the librarian warns from the other 
end of the room, but she is overridden by 
the buzzer to change classes. 
Micheal throws the pamphlet at Kevin and 
tags Jerry on the arm, darting out of the way 
as they chase after him. One chair topples 
over. The others are left at wide angles to 
the table. 
FIFTH PERIOD 
Again the chairs are tucked under the 
table. A girl wearing a tight skirt with a long 
slit in the back drags a chair from under the 
table. She chooses the chair that's completely 
hidden from the main desk. 
After checking to make sure that no one is 
looking, she takes out a tissue from her 
pocket. Unfolding the tissue, she exposes a 
packet of pi lls. A few are heart-shaped; 
others are circular. 
The girl picks out three heart-shaped ones 
and quickly places them in her mouth and 
swallows. She wraps the rest in the tissue 
and places them back inside her pocket. 
As she sits at the table alone, staring into 
space, she remains motionless. 
Fifteen minutes late r, a boy comes over to 
the table and pulls up a chair next to her. 
She doesn't notice him. 
"Lori, are you all right?" he asks 
te ntatively. She doesn't answer. He nudges 
her gently. 
"Lori, are you blowed1" he asks. 
She still remains quiet so he nudges her 
qain. This time she looks up and gives him a 
smirk. 
"Boy, look at your eyes! How many did 
you take?" 
The girl giggles before looking down at 
the table again. 
"Lori, how many did you take?" he asks, 
more firmly this time. 
Again she giggles. 
"Look," Lori says pointing at a spot on the 
table. " I did that. Yup, I did, yesterday or the 
day before or last week. I don 't know, I 
forget." 
"Lori, how many did you take?" 
"I don't know, I forget. Look at my name 
on the table. Look!" she urges. 
He looks at the spot. 
" Lori, you don't spell your name with a 
'y'." 
"That's no 'y', that's an 'i' . See the little, 
ltty, bitty dot?" She points to a speck on the 
table. 
He reaches over to touch the dot. It turns 
out to be dirt. 
"Lori, 'i's' don't have tails. Don't you know 
how to spell your name?" he asks. 
"I donno; I forget. Guess I gotta learn one 
more thing in school before I leave." Lori 
giggles again. 
The boy sighs in exasperation. He stands 
up, shoving the chair away. He helps Lori up, 
pushing her chair out of its proper place and 
moves her into the corridor. 
A librarian collecting reference books 
glances at the table's surface and notices the 
writing in blue ink. She takes out a tissue 
from her pocket, wets it with her tongue 
and tries to wipe the name away. 
The ink smears. The tissue falls apart, 
staining ink on her finger. She tries again. 
This time the name "Lory" spelled with a 'y' 
rubs away. Before leaving, she tucks the chair 
back under the table. 
NINTH PERIOD 
A student in a school football jersey, 
yellow jogging pants that match the green 
and white school colors, and red black 
Air-Jordan gymshoes, comes over to the 
column of shelves. He looks up and down at 
the shelves trying to find a book. 
He pulls a chair from under the table and 
places it near the shelves to make his job 
easier. He sits down, slowly reviewing each 
shelf. · 
"What are you doing," the librarian asks. 
"Oh .. . can you help .... " he begins. 
"I just arranged those chairs. What makes 
you think you can disturb the order of things 
around here?" she demands. 
"Well I need . . . " The Jordan fan barely 
mumbles the word. 
"If you want to use this facility, you use it 
properly." 
With an open mouth, the boy gets up 
slowly from the chair and carries the chair 
back to its proper -place. The librarian nods 
and walks away. 
"jerk!" The student calls after her under 
his breath. 
He looks around to make sure that no one 
is looking. He gives the table leg a hard kick 
with his Air Jordan shoes and jerks his knee 
back in pain. 
The boy limps away. The custodian brushes 
by him with a floor mop, straightening the 
chairs under the table as he goes. 
The custodian ignores the fresh marking, 
"'86, the class with special class." 
bing Together, Pulling Apart 
Continued trom page 12 
Dear Julia, 
Today Barb and I finished t he project. We got an 'A'. You 
wouldn't believe what sl>t- -lid. She hugged me! The whole time 
we worked together "e"• · t>i!"king how she wasn't so bad after 
all. 
So how's your mom and ~>w•rybody1 
Write back soon 
Love, 
Pumpkin 
May 9, 1986 
Dear Julia, 
Barbara and I were talking 1.bout prom dates last night. I asked 
her if she was going with jiMmy She nearly croaked. Turns out 
she didn' t say 'yes' when he asked her out again a couple of 
months ago. 
We talked pretty late. So she had to call he r mom to pick her 
up. When Mrs. King got to our house I asked her in fo r tea and 
cake since Barb and I were already at the kitchen table. 
Dad came in and sat with us. He had that same somber look 
on his face. It didn't seem right laughing while he was so 
sad-faced. But Barb kept cracking her silly little jokes, and I had 
to laugh. Then I looked over to Dad, and he was looking Into his 
cup of tea as if it were looking back - and there was just the 
hint of a smile creeping around the comer of his mouth. It was 
hard to cry and laugh at the same time and pretend it's only 
laughing. 
Pumpkin' 
june 20, 1986 
Dear Julia, 
I'm sorry if I haven' t written in so long, but I've ~n a little 
busy. How's everyone? Your mom and dad, and that boyfriend of 
yours, Tim? Dad's calling my name. Have to go. 
Bye! 
About Young Chicago 
"Young Chicago" is a publication of teen literary 
work that publishes monthly within New Expres-
sion. 
If you are interested 1n becoml.ng a. "Young Chi-
cago" writer, simply send your manuscript a.nd 
phone number to Tracey Deu tsch, Young Chicago 
Editor, New Expression, 207 S. Wabash, Cll.1ca.go, IL 
60604. Stories submitted will be considered for the 
September issue, and authors of accep ted stor ies 
will be n ot1fl.ed. 
"Young Chicago's" staff a.nd rea.dere w1sh to ex-
press the r thanks to the illinois .AJ. ts Council for 
its tlnancial suppor 
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Writing Myself Awake 
By Tracey Deutsch 
9-10 
Dear Whatever, 
We have to keep journals for English- don't know why, 
don't care. 
Teachers are boring, I can tell already~ even if she 
didn't assign the term papers yet. 
She's all ready assigning those tricky papers that are worse 
than term papers - the kind where you have to read the 
stories three times to even understand what they're saying 
before you can write the paper. 
Bye! 
0 When was the last time your "Tell-Tale Heart" beat loudly? 
Were you upset, feeling guilty? Had you misjudged someone? De-
scribe your feelings using Edgar Alan Poe as your model. Due 9117. 
Dear Diary, 
I can't believe my grades especially in English,~ there 
pretty sad. 
10-l 
Jamie is thinking about changing to another English class, but 
I hope she doesn't because I'd miss her. She thinks her mom 
will kill her because of those lousy grades she's been getting on 
her papers. English never used to be this hard for either of us. 
Maybe Mom and Dad once had~ weird teachers so 
they'll understand. 
Rob asked me out and it makes me happy. He seems so 
sweet and all, even Jamie likes him, though Jamie likes most 
guys. 
See you later! 
0 What would you say to the world about the future if you had 
a chance like James Faulkner had or Martin Luther King had to be 
listened to by millions. Are you as optimistic as they are? Write 
one of them a letter as though it were the day after you heard the 
speech. Due 1017. 
11-14 
D.D., 
You know that essay I was worried about? We got it back 
and I got two grades which is strange. A "B" for ideas and a 
" D" on structure. Everyone got two grades and no one can 
figure it out. 
Rob says Ms. Nell must be weird, gradeing ideas. I want to 
agree with him, but when I think aboutit its not so stupid 
because I've always had ideas. I just get mixed up on paper. 
Rob's~ usually right though. Jamie agrees with him. 
Later! 
0 Choose a person, a typical American in 1986, the way Stein-
beck described typical 1960 Americans in Travels with Charley. 
Due 11-16. (I'm going to describe Rob.) 
12-12 
D.D., 
Today was cool. Oh, that's confusing. I mean that today we 
had an interesting~discussion in English. 
We're reading this book by Baldwin,~ whom I've always 
liked, and I never knew why, just like I never understood why I 
like anything. 
We were talking about his style and Ms. Nell explained that 
his sentence lenth helped you to feel like you were reading 
poetry. She said he used long sentences when he wanted you 
to feel pulled along and shorter ones when he wanted to wake 
you up. I don't have room for everything, but she really saw 
things, reasons I guess that I misssed. I wish I knew how he did 
it because I feel like I'm missing a lot sometimes. I'd really like 
to not mess up my ideas because of the way I write them. 
I don't want to write this, but I should: I'm worried about 
me and Rob. He's so busy. He just seems so distant lately, like 
he wasn't really listening to me. I think I really like him -to 
have him around if I really have a bad day. So I'm probably 
worried for nothing. Jeez, why do I worry so much? 
More Later 
0 Try to talk Romeo out of his suicide with a personal letter. 
Due 12-15 
D. D., 
We broke up, Rob & I. 
Happy New Year. 
0 Who cores what the assignment is? 
No more later. 
1-8 . 
2-3 
D.O., ...... ~ 
It's been rough~ lately. I guess I never realized how much 
Rob meant to me. That's wrong. It wasn't exactly Rob. It was 
more who I wanted to think Rob was. 
I figured all this out in a new way, at least it was new to me. 
I'd been feeling really low lately, not hardly able to get up in 
the morning. And school and grades, nothing meant very much. 
I kept trying to tell myself it was stupid, and that I should just 
let it go. It just hurt me so badly. 
I got really tired of feeling this way. And when I tried to talk 
about it, I just sounded stupid. So I found some blank paper 
and started writing. 
Jeez, I wrote and wrote and wrote. It turned out to be a 
story about a girl who really likes a guy and then has to get 
over losing him. I wasn't worried about grammar or structure 
or how many words the thing turned out to be. I just wrote 
all my feelings down and pretended they were this other girl's. 
Then I re-read it and changed some of the ideas. I mean, I tried 
to make the things I wanted to say more undei-standable. 
Oh, Jeez, here I go again. I mean that I tried to emphasize 
the parts that would make the reader feel what I wanted him 
to feel. Then I turned in the story instead of the essay that was 
due today. 
I cried when I was done. I think writing about it made me 
face what happened, and I knew the words hadn't hidden the 
ideas. I was really shaking. At least I wasn't like mashed 
potatoes anymore. 
Today Ms. Nell called me over, and I was sure she would 
bitch about the~ story, but she didn 't. She just asked if I 
was okay, and, then, she asked if I'd finally understood her 
point. 
I said, "What point?" 
And she said, the point that I could write once I stopped 
dwelling on the negative. 
Then it got quiet, real quiet, and finally the bell rang. 
More later! 
0 Write a letter to Thoreau reassuring him that you, personally, 
are doing something positive to live out your own principles about 
freedom and democracy. Due 219. 
l-27 
D.D., ~..._.\.J 
Sorry I haven't written much lately. I've been in-
credibly busy with homework and turning seventeen and, yeah, 
even writing. I've been working on writing trying to write the 
way I wrote Rob's story. It hasn't been easy. 
To describe anger and sadness and the beauty in my life. 
Spring is worth a description today. I suddenly noticed the 
way the sunlight edges the leaves. The grass is so fragile; it's a 
miracle it lives under our feet. 
Well, I'd better go now. I have to get up and type a paper in 
the morning before I can go to school. 
More later! 
0 /f you could thank one person who has been important in 
your life, who would it be, and how would you thank that personl 
5-19 
D.D., 
It looks like this is going to be my last entry of the school 
year. Tomorrow it's off to Indiana for a writing workshop. 
I still don't know if writing is what I want to do forever. I 
just know that for right now it's making me feel things I hadn't 
known existed. When I write, I find parts of me that have 
gone to sleep. 
So it's time to finish packing and get out of here. I'll miss 
Jamie. But I'm coming back. 
This part's for you, Ms. Nell. I'm giving this journal to you 
because, well, if you read it, you'll know. 
Much more later! 
.Even Hemingway, Steinbeck and Wright had to start som.,where. Here's a place for you to start! 
Features of the workshop: 
I. Work on the technical aspects of 
short-story-writing such as form, voice, 
point-of-view and style. 
2. Share material from each one's' lives to 
find dramatic potential for short story 
plots that are dose to the authors' 
expenences 
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Young Chicago's Summer Fiction-Writing Workshop 
Eight three-hour workshop ·sessions 
beginning June 12 from 4 to 7 pm. (The 
remaining summer dates will be 
~determined by the group.) 
Classes will be held in the Loop at 207 
S. Wabash, which is an air-conditioned 
facility. 
All Chicago-area high school students 
are eligible to apply. Use the·coupon 
below and retum it to Young Chicago 
by June 5. All applicants will be 
contacted upon receipt of their 
application forms. Be sure to include 
samples of your writing with the 
application form. 
There is no fee for the workshop. The 
workshop is supported by the Illinois 
Arts Council and Young Chicago. 
However, all applicants who are 
accepted into the workshop program 
are expected to be committed to the 
eight sessions 'and the creation of a 
manuscript for publication. 
r--------------------------------------~-1 
Mail this application by June 5, 1965 to: Young Chicago, 207 S. Wabash (8th Floor), 
- Chicago 60604. 
3. Become aware of the technical and 
critical tools for both writing and editing 
fiction. 
4 . Learn to prepare a manuscript for 
publication; actually plan to develop a 
manuscript for publication in Young 
Chicago noxt year 
Name'---------------------------------------------------
Addre·~----------------~-----------------------------
Phone. ________________________ __ 
Year In School 9th 10th 11th 121h 
Enclose a sample of your writing with this form. L----------------------------------------
Entertainment -
I MOVIES 
Jo Jo Dancer, Your Life 
is Calling 
This story of a well-known entertainer 
at the peak of his popularity and the 
bottom rung of his self-esteem is much 
like producer Richard Pryor's own life. 
The film begins with Jo Jo Dancer 
(Richard Pryor} being rushe~ to the 
hospital with bums all over h1s body. 
Suddenly his alter-ego comes out of the 
bandaged body and takes Jo Jo Dancer 
back to when he was a kid to find out 
what led to this calamity. 
Little Jo Jo (E'Ion Cox} is raised in a 
brothel. (In real life, Pryor's mother was 
a prostitute.} His grandmother(Carmen 
McRae) is wonderful with him. When he 
is threatened by bigger kids, she tells 
him to beat up on them. 
As Jo Jo Dancer continues his jour-
ney, he goes back to the first time he did 
stand-up comedy, when he pretends to 
be a baby trying to leave it~ womb. ~e 
also meets one of his best fnends, Satm 
Doll (Diahnne Abbott}, who suggests 
that he go on stage as a transvestit~. 
The crowd loves it! This scene alone IS 
worth the price of the ticket. 
· Jo Jo Dancer develops a love for 
alcohol and drugs. He experiences great 
difficulties with his two marriages. As he 
climbs the ladder of success and the 
pressures become greater, so do his 
drug problem. . 
The way in which Pryor plays different 
parts in his life has to be oneo~ his best 
accomplishments, and the ong1nal con:-
edy scenes in the film show Pryor at h1s 
best as a stand-up comic. 
"Jo Jo Dancer, Your Life is Calling" is 
very funny, but at the same time, it car-
ries a powerful message about drugs. 
Les Callihan 
Jo Jo Dancer, Your Life Is Calling 
Top Gun 
From the producers of " Flash Dance" 
and "Beverly Hills Cop" comes a new 
film about the top jet-fighter pilots in 
America. Filled with a throbbing rock 
score and enough aerial shots to satisfy 
anyone, this is one pulse-pounding 
movie. 
From the opening images of jet planes 
streaking off into space to the final 
romantic clincher, this movie has 
something for everyone. 
Tom Cruise of "Risky Business" plays 
the hot-shot pilot who must prove that 
he's the best of the best - the top one 
percent of all fighter pilots in the U.S. ~e 
finds romance with his astrophysics 
teacher (played by Kelly McGillis, who 
starred in "Witness" }. Their on-again, 
off-again romance takes up a Qoa<:! po:-
tion of the film , but the dramat1zat1on IS 
never boring. They are both fleshed-out 
characters . Even the obligatory sex 
scenes are handled with taste and tact. 
Director Tony Scott, whose one pre-
Vious film was "The Hunger," is a vete-
ran commercial-maker. This is evident in 
his handling of images in the film, such 
as huge close-ups of the lovers framed 
against skies lighted with streaking jets. 
A very strong supporting cast, the 
cooperation of the U.S. Navy and the Air 
Force, and a stirring and terrific rock 
score produced in dolby stereo, add up 
to an audience-rousing film. 
I predict this will be the first mega-hitof 
the early summer film season. "Top 
Gun" is top notch. 
Nick Huerta 
Short Circuit 
"Short Circuit" is the newest movie 
from the director of "War Games" about 
a destructive robot who becomes a 
peace-loving organism. 
The movie begins with a demonstra-
tion of this precise machine blowing up 
tanks.There is an accident, however, 
and Robot No. 5 is turned off and has to 
be re-powered. Lightning strikes and 
hits the robot and a new life is formed. 
The robot escapes from Nova 
Laboratories and has to elude a search 
for him while trying to live an ordinary 
(but funny} life. 
Unlike "War Games," " Short Circuit" 
contains no serious message. The 
movie has many cute points; it's very 
silly. So, it's a good movie if you want a 
few laughs, and that's all you want. 
Less Callihan 
Smooth Talk 
This movie is an exploration of a teen 
achieving sexual maturity. "Smooth 
Talk" is one of the very few movies I've 
seen that looks at a teen's family con-
flicts and guilt rather than just relying on 
the sex-car-party formula. 
In the beginning, the main d1aracter 
(played by Laura Dern} wants to be 
wanted: she dresses in skimpy clothes, 
dances seductively, and makes herself 
"available." What she doesn't realize is 
that she is rousing the interests of an 
obsessed, frustrated psychotic (played 
by Treat Williams) . 
The acting is very good. Dem plays 
her role with the right amount of hesita-
tion and confusion. Williams makes his 
mentally disturbed character believe-
able and even worth sympathy. 
At home, Dern's mother inflicts guilt on 
her; her father is naive towards her, and 
her sister strikes out in envy at her. 
These sub-plots of friction within the 
family and relationships with friends 
make the movie better than most teen 
films, yet these sub-plots are the biggest 
weaknesses because they are not de-
veloped. 
Although the movie can be cloudy and 
complex, it is very worthwhile seeing. 
Jack Stoller 
MUSIC 
Culture Club 
From Luxury to 
Heartache 
With their fourth album, Culture Club 
is bouncing back from an unsuccessful 
third album. 
The group dismissed producer Steve 
Levine and signed up Ant Mardin and 
Lew Hahn, who have produced the Bee 
Gees. They also have a new member. 
Ruby Turner, singing back-up vocals 
along with returning member Helen 
Terry. . .. 
Culture Club is matunng, g1v1ng the 
rest of the members equal space on al-
bums and equal time in videos. Boy 
George was never comfortable ?S the 
center of attention. Even the profits are 
divided equally, although Boy George's 
style and singing was definitely the 
group's biggest draw. 
The Iynes aren't as outstanding as 
those on all previous albums. They·re 
s1mpler, as on the first single, "Move 
Away," an upbeat song with exciting 
gUitar licks and soulful singing. 
Suprisingly enough, the album has no 
ballads. The closest to a ballad is a cap-
tivating , slow rock song called 
" Heaven's Children" that typifies Boy 
George's writing style. It's about a lonely 
man living a sad life: " I live with my 
heartache/You bet I do/l'm sad and I'm 
shaken/l'm empty and so blue." 
There were only two songs I didn't 
like, "Come Clean," which sounded like 
a dishwashing liqu1d commercial and 
"Gusto Busto," which didn't work be-
cause Boy George tried to sound like a 
rhythm and blues artist. 
"From Luxury to Heartache" again 
establishes Culture Club as a great 
musical band of the 80's, Without the 
outrageous Boy George image that 
helped propel them to fast fame. 
Ministry 
Twitch 
Roberta English 
"Twitch" is an excellent combination 
of rock, Art of Noise, and house music. It 
mixes mysterious and wickedly cap-
tivating music with haunting vo1ces. 
Ministry uses a variety of mixing tech-
niques and throws in some original sur-
prises. They use Twilight Zone take-offs, 
an army workout, CB broadcasts, or-
gasms and more. 
The lyrics are basically so~emn . and 
gloomy, fitting for the mus1c. Smce 
"Twitch" is a dance album, the content 
of the lyrics aren't emphasized, and are 
drowned out by the music anyway. But 
the songs are good to dance to and are 
definitely night club quality. 
Altogether, "Twitch" is too tough. 
Roberta English 
Modern English 
Stop Start . 
Albums should be judged on their own 
merit, but the tact that "Stop Start" 
sounds like it's been done many, many 
times before makes it sound boring. 
There are too many guitars and 
keyboards on this album; they always 
seem to be competing against each 
other, producing an irritating effe~~· 
There are a few exceptions. Love 
Breaks Down," a song with vague anti-
war lyrics, has a catchy bass line that is 
done subtly throughout the song. " Ink 
and Paper" has a good hook and good 
harmonizing. The title track is a great 
example o how good techno-pop can 
be. 
The other seven songs, though 
sound unoriginal, weal<., and bland. 
People who like ABC and ~ur~n Duran 
will revel in this clone, but d1scnmnatmg 
record-consumers should avoid it. 
Patti La Belle 
Winner in You 
Jack Stoller 
Patti LaBelle made a tragic mistake by 
signing with MCA Records. This record 
label usually tails to provide their artists 
with major league producers and 
songwriters. 
That's how MCA screwed up this most 
important album of LaBelle's career. 
Quite simply, most of the numbers on 
th1s album are not worthy of her vocal 
talents. Even though quality producers 
and songwriters were allowed to con-
tribute songs, MCA apparently made 
sure that their contributions were very 
limited m order to allow their people to 
have a shot at making a name lor them-
selves. 
The three songs contributed by the 
songwriting and producing teams of 
Ashford and Simpson and Bacharach 
and Sager are clearly the highlights of 
the album. 
For her next album, MCA should 
realize the talent they have and allow 
quality people to work with a quality ar-
tists. 
Kevin Davy 
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